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Systems and methods for providing [useless dale DOI'I'IpIl.‘.-'5-
sinn and deooiiipression are disclosed which cxploil various
cha nctv: ristics of run—lcngI‘n encoding. pa rarnctric dictionary
encoding. and bit packing lo comprise an enwdinyduoding
pnlumi having an I:i'|'IciI:nC}" that is suitalilc for use ill
real-tirne Iuesle-5»; data E.‘(ll'l1p[€$SiI1l1 and demmpresnion
applications. In (me aspecl, a melhnd for compressing input
data comprising a plurality of data blocks comprises the
step. ul" :.|u:Ic.'_-ting if Ihu input data cnmpriscs a run-length
sequence of data blocks; nutputling an encoded run—}eeglI1
sequence, ifa run—Eeng:h ecqucnci: afdala blush". is dclccted;
mairituining it dictionary comprising at plurality of code;
words, wherein each cndc ward in iiie dictionary is associ-
alcd with :1 unique dala block string; building a dale hlnuk
string [mm al lea:-I one claln block in H1: input dala mail is 1101
par! of 3 run-ienglh sequence; searching for a code word in
the cticlionary having a unique data block string asvicialecl
therewith lhal malchen [he buill data block string; and
uutpuliing Iili. code wen! representing 1I1:: built dale hnlnck
slri g.

ABSTRACT

30 Claims, 6 Drawing Sheets
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SYSTEM AND METIHJD FOR LDSSLESS
DATA COMPRESSION AND

DECOMPRESSION

[.‘ROSS—R.E FERENCE TD REl_A'l"t£D
A.l-‘PLICATIUN

This application is based on provisional application US.
Application Ser. No. fifl,’l3fi,5tSl filed on May 28, I999.

l.‘lAL'I£(.iR¢J UNIJ

l. 'l'e<:hnir.:al Field

The present invention relates generally to data compres-
sion and decompression and, more particularly to systems
and rnelhods for providing lossless data compression and
decompression using a comliination of dictionary and run
length encoding.

2. Description of Related Art
Information may lie rcpnzscnturl in a variety of manners.

Discrete inlomiation such as leitl and numbers are easily
represented in digital data. This type of data representation
is known as symbolic digital data. Symbolic digital data is
thus an absolute representation of data such as a letter,
ligure, character, mark, machine code, or drawing.

Continuous infonnatton such as speech, music. audio.
images and video Ereqiiently exists in the natural world as
analog infonnation. As is well-known In those skilled in the
art. recent advances in very large scale integration (\-"l..Sl)
digital computer technology have enabled both discrete and
analog inlurmatiori tu be represented with digital data.
Continuous information represented as digital data is often
referred to as diffuse data. Dilfuse digital data is thus a
representation of data that is of low irifomialiun density and
is typically not easily recognizable to humans in its native
form.

There are many advantages associated with digital data
representation. For instance, digital data is more readily
processed. stored. and transmitted due to iLs inherently high
noise immunity. ln addition, the inclusion of redundancy in
digital data representation enables error detection andfor
correction. Error detection andfor correction capabilities are
dependent upon the amount and type of data redundancy.
available error detection and correction processing. and
extent of data corruption.

One untomrie of digital data representation is the continu-
ing need for increased capacity in data processing. storage.
retrieval and transmittal. 'l"hi.s is especially true for difl‘use
data where continuing increases in fidelity and resolution
create exponentially greater quantities. of data. Within the
current art, data compression is widely used to reduce the
amount of data required to process, Lransmii, store andtor
retrieve a given quantity of information. In general, there are
two types of data compression techniques that may he
Ulifized either separately or jointly to encode and decode
data: tussy and l.ut1§5lOS'i data oompresslon

Lossy data compression techniques provide for an inexact
representation of the original uncompressed data such that
the decoded (or reconstructed) data ditfers from the original
uncncoderlfunoompres-a:rl data. Lnssy data compression is
also known as irreversible or noisy oompression. Negent—
ropy is defined as the quantity of intbnnatinn in a given set
of data. Thus, one obvious advantage of lossy data com-
pression is lhal the oumpres-tion ratios can be larger than that
dictated by the negentropy limit. all at the expense of
infiirrriation content. Many loasy data compression tech-
niques seek to exploit various traits within the human senses
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2
to eliminate otherwise imperceptible data. For example,
los-iy data compression of visual imagery might seek to
delete inilormtltion content in excess of the display resolution
or contrast ratio of the target display device.

On the other hand, losslcss data compression techniques
provide an exact representation of the original uncom-
pressed data. Simply stated, the decoded (or ruourtslructed)
data is identical In the original iinencodedfuntmmpressed
data. l.o.-viless data compression is also known as reversible
or noiseless compression. Thus, lossless data compression
has, as its out rent limit, a minirnuin representation defined
by the negenlmpy of a given data set.

It is well known within the current art that data compres-
sion provides several unique henefits. First, data compres-
sion can reduce the time to transmit data by more eficientiy
utilizing low bandwidth data links. Second, data oompres—
sirin ecnnomines on data storage and allows more informa-
tion to be stored for it fixed memory size by representing
information more efficiently.

A rich and highly diverse set of lossless data (:ttlI'tpfC&L'a'lt.t!'I
and decompression algorithms exist within the current art.
These range from the sirtlplcst "adhoc“ approaches to highly
sophisticated formalized techniques that span the sciences of
information theory, statistics, and artificial iritclligcnce. One
[undamental problem with almost all modern approaches is
the oompression ratio verses the encoding and decoding
speed achieved. As previously stated, the current theoretical
limit for data oompres.-ainn is the entropy limit of the data set
to be encoded. However. in practice. many factors acnially
limit the compression ratio achieved. Most modern oom-
presaion algorithms are highly content dependent. Content
dependency exceeds the actual statistics of individual ele-
ments and often includes a variety of other factors including
their spatial location within the data set.

Within the current art there also presently exisLs a strong
inverse relationship between achieving the maximum
(t:urrenI} theoretical compression ratio, referred to as “algo-
rithmic effectivenes-9". and requisite processing time. For a
given single algorithm the “efl'ectivencss" over a broad class
of data sets including text, graphirrs, databases. and execut-
able object code is highly dependent upon the processing
etfort applied. Given a baseline data set, processor operating
speed and target architecture. along with its associated
supporting memory and peripheral set, “algorithmic efii-
cierrcy" is defined herein as the time required to achieve a
given compression ratio. Algorithmic elficieney assumes
that a given algorithm is implemented in an optimum object
code representation executing from the optimum places in
memory. This is virtually never achieved in practice due to
limitations within mod em optimizing software compilers. In
addition, an optimum algorithmic implementation for a
given input data set may not be optimum for a different data
set. Much work remains in developing a comprehensive set
of rnetrics for measuring data compression algorithmic
perftirniaiice. however for present purposes the previously
defined terms of algorithmic ellicctiveness and eflicicncy
should suflicc

OI the most widely utilized compression techniques,
aritliinetic coding possesses the highest degree of algorith-
mic etfectivcncss but. as expected, is the slowest to execute.
‘this is followed in turn by dictionary compression, Huffman
coding, and rurt-length coding techniques with respectively
decreasing execution times. What is not apparent l.'rom these
algorithnis. that is also one major deliciency within the
current an. is knowledge of their algorithmic efficiency.
Mull: specifically, given a ctitnpresoiiun ratio Ihttl is within
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the effectiveness of multiple algorithms. the question arises
as to their corresponding effieiency on various data sets.

SUMMARY OF THE ‘INVENTION

The present invention is directed to systems and methods
for providing lossless data compression and decompression.
The present invention exploits various characteristics of
run-length encoding. parametric dictionary encoding, and
bit packing to comprise an enoodingfdecoding process hav-
ing an elliciency that is suitable for use in real-lime ltnasleeci
data compression and dcconiprcssion applications.

in one aspect of the present invention, it method for
compressing input data comprising a plurality of data blocks
comprises the steps of:

detecting if the input data comprises a run—lI:ng'th
sequence of data blocks;

outputting an encoded run-length sequence, if a rurt~
lcngth sequence of data blocks is detected;

maintaining a dictionary comprising a plurality of code
words, wherein each code word in the dictionary is
associated with a unique data block string;

huilding a data block string tiom at least one data block
in the input data that is not part of a run-length
sequence;

searching for a code word iii the dictionary having a
unique data block string associated therewith that
matches the built data hlnck string; and

outputting the code word representing the built data block
string.

In another aspect of the present invention; the dictionary
is dynamically maintained and updated during the encoding
process by generating a new code word corresponding to a
built data block string, if the built data block string does not
match a unique data block string in the dictionary, and then
adding the new code word in the dictionary.

In yet another aspect of the present invention; the dictio-
nary is initialized during the encoding process if the number
of code words (e.g., dictionary indioes) in the dictionary
exceeds a predetermined threshold. When the dictionary is
initialized; a code word is output in the encoded data stream
to indicate that the dictionary has been initialized at that
point in the encoding process. An initialization process
further comprises remtting the dictionary to only include
each possible code word corresponding to a unique data
block string comprising a single data btoclr. By way of
example. if each data block comprises a byte of data, there
will be 256 possible code words for a data hlock string
comprising a single byte. in this instance; the dictionary
reset to its initial state will comprise 256 entries.

In another aspect of the present invention, the dictionary
fitnher comprises a plnraiity of control code words, wherein
a control code word is designated to represent a dictionary
inttialiration, a nin-length encoded fluence, and the end of
the input data (or completion of the encoding process).
"|‘lu:.~:e control words are used in the decoding process to
re—create the input data.

ln yet another aspect of the present invention, a bit-
packing process is employed to pack the hits of successive
uutput code words representing encoded run-length
sequences and data hlock strings.

lo another aspect of the present invention, a method for
ciecompressing an encoded data stream comprising a plu-
rality of code words, which is generated using the encoding
method. comprises the steps of:

maintaining a dictionary comprising a plurality of code
words utilized to generate the encoded data stream,
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wherein the code words in the dictionary comprise
control code words an<I code words that are each
associated with a unique data block string;

decoding and outputting a run—IengIh sequence of data
blocks associated with an input code word of the
encoded data stream. it the input code word is a control
code word in the dictionary that indicates an encoded
run-length sequence;

outputting a unique data lilriclr string in the dictionary that
is associated with an input code word of the encoded
data stream, if the input code word is found in the
dictionary; and

if the input code word is not found in the dictionary.
huilding a new data block string comprising (1) the
unique data block string associated with a previous
control word found in the dictionary and (2) the first
data block of the unique data block string. adding the
new string to the dictionary, and outputting the new
string.

These and other aspects. features and advantages of the
present invention will become apparent from the following
detailed description of preferred ernhodimerits, which is to
be read in connection with the accompanying drawirigs.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. I is a I:-lock diagram of a system for providing
lossless data compression according to an embodiment of
the present invention;

FIGS. Zn and lb comprise a flow diagram of a method for
providing losslcss data compression according to one aspect
of the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a system for providing
lossless data decompression according to an emburlirnent of
the present invention; and

FIGS. 4A and 41] comprise a flow diagram of a method for
providing lo.-isles-3 data decompression according to one
aspect of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
E.MBODIMEN'I‘S

The present invention is directed to systems and methods
for providing losslcss data compression and decompression.
[I is to be understood that the present invention may be
implemented in various forms of hardware. software.
firmware, or a combination thereof. In particular, the present
invention may he implemented in hardware comprising
general purpose rnicroprocessors, digital signal processors,
andfor dedicated finite state machines. Preferably. the
present invention is implemented as an application program,
langihly cmbudicd on one or more data storage mediums.
which is executable on any machine, device or plationn
currtprising suitable architecture. It is to be further under-
stood that, because the present invention is preferably imple-
mented as software; the actual system configurations and
process How illustrated in the accompanying Figures may
difi‘e_' depending upon the manner in which the invention is
programmed. Given the teachings herein, one of ordinary
skill in the related art will be able to contemplate these and
similar implementations or configurations of the present
invention.

Data Compression
Referring now to FIG. 1, a block diagram illustrates a

system 10 for providing lossless data compression according
to an =ITIl!n(li|rI¢:nl of the present invention. in general, the
data compression system 10 comprises. an input buffer It for
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temporarily buffering an Input data stream and an encoder 12
for compressing the input data stream. ll is to be understood
that the compressed data stream output from the encoder
may, for example, be stored in a storage medium for
subsequent retrieval and decoded using a decompression
method described below, or transmitted over a local or
global computer network (for purposes of increased bantJ~
width transiriission) and decompressed at a r.|r.-sired location.
[I is to be further unrlerslood that the input hulfcr 11 is an
optional component that may be employed. for example, in
real-time compression applications where the rate of com-
pression of the encoder 12 is slower than the bandwidth of
the input data stream.

In general, the encoder 12 employs a unique combination
of compression techniques preferably including run—lcngth
encoding and hash table dictionary encoding to compress an
input data stream. as well as bit-packing to increase the final
compression ratio. More specifically, the encoder 12 com-
prises a nin—length encoder I3 and diclioiiary encoder 14,
both ofwhich utilize a code word dictionary 15 to output one
or more “code words" representing a "character string"
identified by the respective encoder 13, 14 in the input data
stream. It is to be understood that the term "character" as
used herein refers to an input byte of data that can take on
any one of 25!: values, and the term "string" as used herein
refers to a grouping of one or more characters (bytes).
Furthermore, as described in further detail below. in at
preferred etnbodirnenl. a “code word” for a given character
string comprises a dictionary index [rlenoterl herein as D[i])
of the character string in the dictionary 15.

During an encoding process in which bytes of data in the
input stream are input to the encoder 12. the run-length
encoder 13 will identify a run-length sequence in the data
stream, ie, a character string comprising a plurality of
consecutively similar characters (bytes), and output one or
more code words from the dictiniiary 15 to represent the
run—lcngtti sequence (as explained in detail below).
Moreover. the dictionary encoder 14 will build a character
string comprising two or more characters (which does not
comprise a ruri-length sequence), search the dictionary 15
for a code word that corresponds to the character string. and
then output the code word representing the character string.
In addition. if the character string that is built by the
dictionary encoder 14 does not triatcli a character string in
the dictionary 15. the dictionary encoder 14 will cause the
character string to be added to the dictionary and a new code
word (e.g.. dictionary index) will be associated with [hat
string. An encoding process according to one aspect of the
present invention will he described in detail below with
referetice. for example. to the How déagrarn of FIGS. 2A and
23.

'Il'it: enctxicr 12 utilizes a plurality of (late storage struc-
tures [IS for temp-orariiy storing data during an erieo-ding
process. For example. in the itlustralive embodiment of FIG.
1. a Pslririg data structure 1'? is employed for temporarily
storing a working character string. I-‘string. A C data strI.tt.~
lure 18 is employed for temporarily storing a next character
{byte} C in the input stream. in addition, a Pslring+C data
structure 19 is used for temporarily storing a character string
Pstring+C whicli is a string comprising at! of the characters
in Pairing plus the character in L‘. Moreover, an Moncte data
structure 23 is used for temporarily storing a code word
(Motidc) (e g., dictionary index) ctirrcspondirig to a previous
successful string match in the (lictionary. The use of these
data structures will be discussed in further detail below.

The code word dictionary 15 comprises a plurality of
dictionary indices D[i]. wherein each index in the dictionary
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I5 is mapped (via a mapping module 20'] In eilliur a
predefined control code or a different code word correspond-
ing to a character (byte) string. The mapping rno-dule 2|}
pref: rahly employs a hash function to, inter alia. map each
character string (e.g., strings of one or more bytes) into a
uniqiie index mi] in the dictionary 15 [although other
mapping Icehiiiques known to those skilled in the art may be
employed). As indicated above. in a preferred embodiment,
the dictionary indiccs D[i] are output as the “code words”
[also referred to herein as "Moodes")by the encoder to create
an encoded tile. Tl'll:.'u:: code words an: pmocsscd by a
decoder to decompress an encoded file {as discussed below
with reference to FIGS 3, 4:1 and dbl)

In a preferred embodiment. the first three entries in the
dictionary 15. indices D[l]]. D[l]. and D[3]. an: remrved as
control codes. In pai1ir:u|ar,tbc entry for the dictionary index
D[|J]. or code word ‘‘(.|''. is output to indicate {to the decoder)
that the dictionary 15 has been reset to its initial state. As
explained in detail below, the dictionary 15 is preferably
reset at the eoinmenceinent of an encoding process before a
new input stream is processed and, preferably. during an
encoding process when the total number of entries D[i] in
the dictionary 15 exceeds a predetermined limit. In addition.
the dictionary index D[l], or code word ‘‘I’', is ulilimd for
the run-length encoding prunes. More specifically. the code
word ''I’' is output to indicate that the next two consecutive
output numbers (in the encoded sequence) represent a run-
length encoding sequence comprising (1) a character code
and (2) a number denoting the amount of Ct}l1"&(.‘ull\'e;
characters found in the data stream corresponding to the
character code. Furttieniiore. the dictionary index D[2]. in
code word “2" is output to indicate the end of the data stream
and completion of the encoding process.

The next 256 entries in the dictionary 15 {i.c.. index
numbers 3 through 253) each comprise a single character
sting (e.g.. one byte) corresponding to one of the 256
pomiblc character codes. Accordingly. in a preferred
embodiment. the rlictinnary intlices f)[l]] through D[25B] are
the only entries that exist in the dictionary 15 upon initial-
izatinn of the dictionary 15. Any additional character strings
that are tlyiiainically added to the dictionary 15 by the
dictionary encoder 14 during an encoding process will be
consecutively added beginning at index D[26D].

It L510 be appreciated that, as indicated above. for a given
character string under consideration, the encoder 12 will
output (as a code word) the dictionary indoit number D{i]
corresponding to a matching character string. Since the
dictionary index number is usually less than two bytes and
the input character strings are typically longer than six bytes,
the mctiietion In the number of bits output can be significant.

[n Linc cmbudinlenl of the present invention, the dictio-
nary encoder lll can Search the code wurd rlictituiary 15 for
a matching character string therein by comparing each entry
in the dictionary 15 to the input cliaracter string under
consideration. In certain instances. however, the amount of
entries D[i]0 in the dictionary I5 can increase significantly.
potentially rendering this search process slow, inefieient
and computationally intensive. Aecrirdiiigly, the data com-
pression system ll] preferably comprises a hash table 21
which is utilized by the dictionary encoder 14 during an
encoding process to reduce the search time for finding a
matching character string in the dictionary 15.

More specifically. in one embodiment. the hash table 2!
comprises a plurality of arriiysArray[N]. wherein each array
comprises evcry dictionary index number I)[i] in the die-
tionary IS having an entry (i.e.. character strings) that begins
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with 2 character code currexponding lo the array index. For
example, the third hash table array A.rrary[3] comprises all
the dictionary indioes D[i] having a dictionary entry in
which the first character (byte) of the string has decimal
value of “three.” lit the preferred embodiment where the
encoder processes individual bytes of data in the input
stream. since there are 256 possible characters, Ihere are 256
arrays. i.c., Array[N], whcrc N-I . . . 256. Advantagcously,
the use of the hash table 23. for finding matching strings in
the dictionary reduces the number ofstring comparisons by2St‘i.

In another embodiment, the hash table 21 comprises a
plurality of nested hash tables. For example, a firsr level of
hashing can use the first character to subdivide the dictio-
nary 15 into 256 sub-dictionaries and a second level of
hashing may use the 2"‘ charzurtcr of the input string tofurther subdivide each of the initial 256 entries. Each
additional level of hashing, subdivitlcs each dictionary into
an additional 256 suh—dIctionaries. For example. '2 levels of
hashing yields 562 subdictiunaries and :1 levels yields 256"
sub—diclionaries. The purpose of this hashing function is to
reduce the time for searching the dictionary 15. For
example, using an [I love? hashing scheme rcrluoes thc 5cart.'h
time by 256"—(u‘256}.

Furthermore. as explained in detail below with reference
to the process depicted in FIGS. 2:! and 2b, the hash table is
dynamically modified to incorporate new entries D[i] that
an: atlderl to the dictionary 15 during the encoding process.

In addition. the data compression system lfl optionally
comprises a hit packing module 22 for providing additional
compression of the encoded data streani. As. explained
above, the maximum size (i.e.. number ofcntries D[i]) of the
dictionary 15 ispredefinud and, conscqucntly. Ihc maximum
number of bits of information needed to represent any index
in the dictionary 15 is known a priori. For crulrnplu, if the
maximum dictionary size is 4000 entries, only 12 hits are
needed to represent any index number. Since data is typi-
cally transferred in groups of 8 or [6 bits, in the above
example where 12 bits maximum arc nccd to represent the
index number, 4 hits out of every 16 bits would be wasted.

Accordingly, to provide additional compression. the
encoder I2 preferably implements the hit-packing module
23 to pack the hiLs of successive output code words. it is to
be understood that any suitable bit-packing tcclmique known
tn those skilled in the art may be employed. In a preferred
embodiment. the bil-packing module employs a shift regis-
ter to output at lcasl 16 hint of data when the data is ready
for output. By way of example, assume a 12-bit code word
is initially input to the shift mgister. The next 11!-bit code
word that is output is also placed in the shift register, and the
shift rttgixter would t.'Utll:llll 34 bits of information. Than, 16
bits would be output from the shift register. leaving 8 hits
rernainirig. When the next 12-btt code word is input to the
shift register. the shift register wilt contain 20 bits. and 16
will be output. This bit packing process is repeated for every
output code word until the encotling process is complete.

Advantagcously. Ihc bit packing process according to the
present invention improves the compression by a factor of
"5/:2, or 1.33. Moreover, it is to be appreciated that the
processing time required for the bit—par:kiog is negligible.
Uunsetptenlly, the bit packing process provides increased
compression ("algorithmic effectiveness") without a signifi-
cant increase in processing overhead (“algorithmic
efficiency").

Referring now to FIGS. 241 and lb, a flow diagram
illustrates a method for compressing data according to one
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aspect of the present invention. In particular, the encoding
process depicted in FIGS. 2:: and 2.‘: illustrates a mode of
operation of the system ll] of FIG. 1. Initially, the dictionary
I5 and hash table 2] are initialized (step 200). For example,
as noted above, the dictionary [5 is initialized to include 259
entries, i.c., the first three entries DIG]-DD] comprise the
control codes and the next 256 entries D[3]—D[259] com-
prise the 250 possible character wdes (assuming. ofcourse.
that the encoder processes data hloclrs each comprising a
byte}. Furthermore. the hash table will be initialized such
that each array Arrarylll-[N] comprises one entry-the
dletionary index D[i] for the corresponding character code.
Next, the Pstrmg data stntclure 1? (or "Pstring")1s initiahzed
lo l'Il: empty (ix... it contains nn chararztem at initialization)
[step 201). [t is to be understood that neither the C data
structure 18 (or "C") nor the Mcode data structure 23 (or
"Mcodc"] require initialization.

After the initialiration process, a determination is made as
to wlrethnr there are any input characters for processing (step
202). lfthcrc is input data (atfinnarivc result in stcp 202), the
first (or next) characlcr (cg, byte) in the input stream will
be read and temporarily stored in (I {step 203). Then, the
next con.-tccutivc characters in the input stream are checked
(step 204) to dclcrrnint: ii" there is a string of at least a
consecutive characters that match the character stored in C
lo trigger a run—length sequence (step 205). where 5 is a
predctcrminccl minimum number of consecutive characters
lhat -JIB required to trigger a run—leng'th encoding sequence.

If there are at least s consecutively similar Characters in
the input stream (affirroative determination in step 205). than
a dctennination is made as to whether Pslring is empty (step
206). If Pslring is crnpty (ulfirrnativc determination in step
206). then code words representing the run-length sequence
are output (step 207). ln a preferred embodiment. the
encoded run-length sequence comprises the predefined con-
trol code ‘‘I'' (which is first oulpul from the dictionary 15),
followed by Ihc oocln word for the character slored in C
(which is also obtained from the Llictiurrary), which is then
followed by the number of consecutive characters that were
found in the input stream to match the character in C.

On the uther hand, if Pstring is not empty (negative
determination in step 2015] upon lht: triggering of run-length
encoding process, before the run—lcngth cnmding sequence
is generated and output (step 207), the oode word having an
entry (character string) that matches the current value of
Pstring is output (step 208), and Pstring is set to empty (step
209) It is tobe underrstoutl that the oode word for the current
value of l'-‘string in this instance would be the code word that
was determined (and temporarily stored in Moo-dc) from a
last .=.uoccssfu1 dictionary search.

If there are not enough consecutively similar characters to
trigger an run-length encoding sequence (negative determi-
nation in step 205), referring nuw to FIG. 2!), the character
string Pstring+C is generated (step 210). Adictionary search
is then performed to determine if there is an indexed
character string that matches l‘sIrir|g+f‘_' (step 211). This
search is performed using, for example, the search tech-
niques described above, e.g., searching each entry in the
dictionary starting from index D[3] to find an entry that
matches Pstring+C, or using the hash table to flfiil. determine
each dictionary index having a character string entry that
begins with the first character in the string 1-‘striIIg+C. it is
to be understood 1haL during the initial search, there is
always a match found in the dictionary for Ptstring-I-C‘
because Pslring is empty and (3 contains a single character
(i.e., in the illustrative embodiment, the dictionary is initial-
ized lo include all pnmiblc character codes ranging from ll
to 255).
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If a match for Pstring+C is. found in the dictionary
(allirroative result in step 212]. the dictionary index D[i]
(code word} corresponding to the matching entry is stored in
Mcodt: [step 213). Next, the string l’string-t-C is stored in the
Pstring data structure (step 214']. Then, assuming tltere are
additional bytes to process (afiirmativn result in step 202)
and assuming it run-length cnoodirtg process is not triggered
{stcp 205), the process (i.e.. steps 210-214) is repeated until
the current value of Pstring+C' is not found in the dictionary
(negative determination in step 212). It is to be appreciated
that for each iteration of this process. as each input character
C‘ is added to the current string Pstring, a dictionary march
is performed for the most current value Pstrin,g+(.‘ and the
value of Mcodt: is updated (but not output) to include the
code word (dictionary index) of the current string P5U'l.l'Ig-I-C
if it is found in the dictionary.

When there is no match found between an indexed tilting
in the dictionary and the current Pstring+C‘ (negative deter-
mination in step 212). the code word stored in Mcode
onrrttspnntting to the last successful tlictitinary search (in
which a match for the current Pstring was found) is output
{step 215). As cxplaincd above. the output code word may
ht: further-pmoes.-ted using a bit-packing process as
described above to provide additional compression.

Next, a dictionary entry is created for the new string
l‘5tring+C (step 21$) in anticipation of the ncw string being
added to the dictionary. A determination is then made as to
whether the addition of the new entry would exceed thi:
prctlufincd maximum ltttmber of entries fur the dictionary
(step 217]. If the addition of the new entry would not result
in exceeding this threshold (negative determination in step
217), the new entry will he added to the end of the dictionary
(step 218), i_c__ the entry will be indexed with the next
available dictionary index. "the appropriate hash table will
then be updated {step 215?). i.e., the now dictionary index
will be added to the appropriate hash table array.

On the other hand. if the atttlitiun of the new entry would
result in exceeding the maximum numher of dictionary
en11it:s(alIirmative dutertrtinatiun in step 217). the dictionary
will be reset to its initial state as described above {step 220).
In addition, the hash tahlt: will be reset to rcficct the
initialization of Lln: tlictionary (step 221). Then. a prctlctincd
code word (e.g . code word "[Y') will be output to indicate
that the dictionary has been reset (step 122). i’\.l‘1t:r initial-
ization of lhr: dictionary and hash table, the new entry will
he added to the dictionary (step 218) and the appropriate
hash table array will be updated to retiect the new entry (step
219].

[n any event. once the new entry‘ for P'.~tring+C has been
added to the dictionary and the hash table has been updated
appropriately. the Pistring data structure. is set to include only
the character in II.‘ (step 223). The dictionary is then searched
for the string Fstring (step 224) and the index number of the
matching string in storctl in ML-odi: (step 225). l! is tu be
understood that since Pairing contains, one character C and
since all possible characters art: in the dictionary. the Search
is astturccl to find a match. Steps 224 and 215 an: performed
to ensure that if no match is found the during the next
dictionary search, the code word (stored in step 225} cor-
responding to the match found in step 214 will be output.

Referring back to FIG. 2a. if there are more characters in
the input stream, the proce&; described above is repeated
ntttll it is tlctcnnincd that then: are no murc characters in the
input atrcarn (negative determination in step 202}. 'l'hcrt, the
code word (current value of Mccdc) corresponding to a
match [or the current value of Pstring is output (step 226).
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Finally, a predefined control code word (e.g.. code word "2")
will be output to indicate the end of the encoding process
(step 227).

The following example illustrates several iterations of a
portion of the encoding process described above in FIGS. 2A
and 2B. Assume the input stream comprises the thltctwing
string uFcl1antclt:rs":t b a h c a . . . ". wherein each character
r;ornpt'iscs a byte of inforrnalion. An initialization process is
Etrst performed as disctutsed above. Then, the first character
a in the input stream is read and stored in the data structure
C (step 203). The next character in the input stream b is
checked to dltIl!I'Il'IllJt: if it matches a (step 204). In this
instance. it will be determined that there is no match and,
consequently, a run-length encoding process is not triggered.

Accordingly, the string F'slrit1g+C is created [step 210).
Sinta: Petting is empty (due to initialization), the new string
Pstring+C is simply a. The dictionary is searched fur the new
string. A matching entry for the character string a will be
fun ml sinoi: all possible one character strings are indexed in
the dictionary. The index D[i] of the match is stored in
Mood: (step 213]. The string a (i.e.. I-’slring+C) is stored in
Pslring data xtmcture (step 214).

The next character in the input stream h is mad and stored
in the C data structure (step 203). The next character in the
input stream a is checked to dctermint: if it rnalchcs b(stt:p
204) [n this instance, it will he delennirrerl that there is no
match and. consequently. a rt.In-length cncoding process is
not triggered.

Accordingly, the string l’string+(.' is created (step Zltl}.
Sinu: Pstrirtg contains the character a and C contains the
cha ractcr 11, the new string is ab. The dictionary is searched
for the new string (step 211}. ln this instance, a match will
not he found since there is no entry in the dictionary for the
string ah.

Since no match was found (negative result in step 212),
the codi: word corrafitportding to the last match is output. i.e.,
the valut: in Mcudi: corresponding to the chttraL1er a is
output. Then, the string ab added to the dictionary at index
D[259] [steps 215-213) [assuming of course that this is the
tirst new entry after initialization of the dictionary and theaddition would not exceed the maximum number of allowed
erttrits)

Then, Pstring is set to include only the character in C.
which is b (step 223]. and the dictionary is searched for the
indexed entry corresponding to a match for Pslring [step
224). Since. in this instance, 1-‘string contains only a single
character b. a match is guaranteed. The index of the match
is stored in Mcode (step 225].

Tlten. the next character in the input stream a is read and
stored in the C data structure (step 203). The next character
b is t'hcclr.ed to determine if it matches a (step 204). In this
instance, it will be determined that there is no match and,
consequently, a run—li:ngth encoding process is not triggered.

Arctrrdirtgly, lhc string ha (i.t.:., Pstring-I-(T) is created (stcp
210). The dictionary is searched for the new string ha. A
match will not he found since there is no entry Fm the stringha.

Since no match was found (negative result in step 212),
the code word curreaportdirtg to the last match is output. i.e.,
the value in Mcode corresponding to the character h.

Then, the string ha added to the dictionary at index
l}[26ll] {steps 216 -213) (aasurrting of course that this is the
second new entry aftcr initialization of the dictionary and the
addition would not exceed the rrraxirrturrt number of allowed
entries).
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Then, Pstring is set to store the character in C, which is a
(step 223) and the dictionary is searched for the indexed
entry corresponding to a match for 1-‘string (step 224). Since.
in this instance, I-‘string contains only a single character a. a
match is guaranteed. The index of the match is stored in
Mcodc (step 225).

Then, the next character in the input stream b is read and
stored in the Cdata structure (step 203). The next character
c is checked to determine if it matches b (step 204). In this
instance. it will be determined that there is no match and,
consequently, a run-length encoding process is not triggered.

Accordingly. the string ab (i.c., Pstring+(_'} is created (step
2Itl)_ ‘the dictionary is searchctl for the new string ah (step
211). In this imlanoc, a match will be found since there was
a previous entry added to the dictionary for the string ab.
Aemrrtingly, the code word (dictionary index) of the entry
ab (which is this example is DI 259]} is stored in Mcode (step
213). The new string ah is stored in Pstring (step 214).

The next character in the input stream c is read and stored
lI'I the C data structure (step 203). The next character in the
input stream a is checked to determine if it matches cfstcp
204). In this instance. it will be determined that there is no
match and. consequently, a run-length encoding process is
not triggered.

Accordingly, the string abc (i.e., Pstring+C) is created
(step 210]. The dictionary is searched for the new suing abc.
A match will not he found since there is no entry for the
string abc.

Since no match was l'ound (negative result in step 212).
the code word corresponding to the last match is output, i.e..
the previously stored value in Mcode corresponding to the
character string ab. Then, the string abs: is added to the
dictionary at index D[2til] (steps 21fi—2l8} (assuming of
course that this is the third new entry after initialization of
the dictionary and the addition would not exceed the maxi-
ntunt number of allowed entries).

Then. Pstring is set to store the character in C, which is c
(step 223) and the dictionary 1.5 searched for the indexed
entry corresponding to it match for Pstring [step 224). Since
Pstring contains only a single character c, a match is
guaranteed. The index of the match is stored in Mcode (step
225). Again, this process is repeated for all characters in the
input stream.

Data Decompression
Referring now to [~'[L‘:. 3, a block diagram illustrates a

system 30 for providing losslcss data decompression accord-
ing to an embodiment of the present invention. ln general,
the data decompression system 30 comprises an input bu|Ier
31 for temporarily buffering an encoded data stream and a
decoder 32 for decornpresaing the encoded data stream. lt is
to be understood that the encocled data stream may be. e.g.,
received from a storage medium for decoding. or received at
a desired location over a cuntirtunication channel and
decoded at the location. It is to be further understood that the

input bufier 31 is an optional component that may be
employed, for example. in real-tirrre decompression appli-
cations where the rate of decompression of the decoder 32
is slower than the bandwidth of the transmitted encoded data
stream.

[11 general. the decoder 32 performs, for the most part, the
inverse of the encoding proccr-at described above. As an
encoded data stream is received by the decoder 32. a hit
unpacking modtrle 33 unpacks the bits and restores the
original code words generated by the encoder 12 (FIG. 1).
Again. it is to he understood that the bit packing module 22
(FIG. 1) is an (Jpll.0l'IlllC0t'np0I1t:t'Il that may be employed to
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provide additional compression of the code words.
Therefore. it" hit packing is not implemented for the encod-
ing process, hit unpacking is not employed in the decoding
process.

The decoder 32 comprises it run-length decoder 34 for
processing encoded run-length sequences in the encoded
data stream and outputting the decoded data corresponding
to such encoded nln-length sequences. As. explained below,
if the run-length deeorler detects a control word ‘‘I'' in the
input data stream, it will read and process the next two
successive wcrrls iii the encoded stream to output the
decoded data.

A dictionary (loco-der 35 is employed to build a dictionary
37' which is identical to the dictionary truiit by the encoder
12 (as discussed above). Using a mapping module 36 [or any
suitable dictionary lockup function). the dictionary decoder
will output character estrirrg.-t. tltal are entries. in the dictionary
37 to recreate the original file.

ll is to he understood that the slate of the dictionary of the
encoder is always at least one step ahead of the state of the
dictionary of the decoder. Therefore, it is ptlflilhlfi that the
encoder will output a code word for a unique data block
string that the decoder has not yet entered iii the decoding
dictionary. This special case occurs when a character string
is enmdcd using the string immediately preceding it. When
this special situation occurs, the iirst and last characters of
the string must he the sa1ne.Aceordingly. when the decoder
receives a code word that is not in the decoding dictionary.
the decoder will know that the first character of the string
that was encoded is equal to the last character. This a priori
lrnowledge enables the decoder to handle this special case.
It is to be appreciated that because there are no lengthy
dictionary searches performed during the decoding process.
it is much less computationally intensive than the encoding
prnccm. A decoding process according to one aspect of the
present lI1\"t5I1llOIl is dc.'scribe.d below with reference to FIGS.4-r"\ and IE.

'Ilte decoder 32 utilizes a plurality of data storage Sll'I.tC-
l.lJl.'I:b 3-3 for temporarily storing data during a decoding
pr-noes. For example, in the illustrative embodiment of FIG.
3. a Pcode tlata structure 39 (or “Pcode"] is used [or
temporarily storing a previous code word received by the
decoder 32. A Pstring data structure 40 ("1-‘string") is
employed for temporarily storing a dictionary string corre-
sponding to Pcodc. A Ccode data structure 41 (“Coeds”) is
employed for temporarily storing a code word that is cur-
rently being processed. A Cstring data structure 42
(“C'.strir1g") is employed for temporarily storing a rlietionary
string corresponding to Ceotle. A C data structure 43 is
employed for temporarily storing a next code word {byte} C
in the encoded input stream. Finally. a Pstring-t-C data
structure 44 is used for temporarily storing a character string
Pstring+t.I which is a string comprising all of the characters
in Pstring plus the character in C. The use of these datastructures will be discussed in fiml-ter detail below.

Referring now to FIGS. do and 4b. a flow diagram
illustrates a method for decompressing data according to one
aspect of the present invention. In particular, the decoding
process depicted in FIGS. 4A and 4]} illustrates a mode of
operation of the system 30 of FIG. 3. Initially. the dictionary31' will be initialized in the same manner as discussed above
(step 400) i.c.. the dictionary will comprises an index for
each of the three control words and an index for each of the
256 characters}. In addition, Pstring and Cstring are initial-
ized to empty (step 401}. It is to be understood lltat Pcode,
Ccode, and (I do not require initialization.
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After initialivatinu, the first code word in the tzncodetl
input stream will he read and stored in Ccode (step -102). A
determination is then made as to whether the current code
word (stored in Ccode) is a (predefined) control word (step
403). If Ccode is a control word (aflirrnative tltzlcrminalion
in step 403), the decoding process will be tenrtinated it’ the
control word is “2" (step 404). If the control word is "I".
then a run-length decoding process is commenced by mad-
ing and processing the next two words in the encodnrl input
stream (flap -105). in pttrticut.-tr. as explained above, a code
word "1" is output during the encoding process to indicate
that the next two consecutive output numhers (in the
encoded sequence) represent a run-length encoding
sequence comprising (1) a character code and (3) a number
denoting the amount of oonsecutive characters found in the
data stream correspotilding to the character code.
Accordingly, assuming “X" represents the character code
and "N" represents the l1't.|l'ltl‘Jl.‘.I' of consecutive “X"s, the
decoder will output the character X. N limes (step 4116).
Finally, i[ the control word is “t'J" (step 407}, the decoding
process is initialized (return to step 400).

On the other hand, if the current Ccodc does not comprise
a control word (negative determination in step 403), the
dictionary will be searched to find the string Cstrtng corre-
sponding to the current Ccocte [step 408]. It is to be
understood that the first (non-control) code word in the input
stream will always be found in the dictionary, r_c_, the first
non-control word will correspond to one of the 256 code
words that are initittlinerl in the dictionary.

Referring now to FIG. 4]}, Poodt: is set to be equal to
C-code (step 409) [and the string Pstring is 5:1 liascd on the
value of Pcode). '[l1c next code word will be read from the
encoded input stream and stored in Coode (step 4-10).

A determination is then made as to whether the current
code word (stored in Ccode) is a (predefined) control word
[step 411). As explained above, if Cuode is a control word
(affirmative determination in step -111), the decoding process
will be termirtated ifthe control word is "2" (step 412). If the
control word is ‘'I'‘, then a run-length decoding p[0CL‘3S is
commenced by reading and prtxzutfiing the next two words
(“X" and "N“, respectively) in the encoded input stream
[step 413} and the decoder will output the character X. N
times (step 414). It’ the control word is “U” (step 415), the
decoding process is initialiiwd (return to step 400).

ii, on the other hand, the current Coodc is not 1 control
code (negative determination in step 411}, a dctemiirtation is
made as to whether there is an indexed entry {Cstring) in the
decoding dictionary corresponding to Ccodc (step 416). If
there is an entry (alfirmulivt: determination in step 416) then
Cstriog corresponding to that Ccode is output (step 417).
Then, the first character of Cstring is stored in the C data
structure (step -118). Anew stnrtg Ps.tring+(‘. is then formed
and added to the decoding dictionary {step #19).

lfthere is no entry in the dictionary for the current Cmde
(negative determination in step 416) this is the special case
described above and the decoder perlorms the following
steps. First. the first character from Istring is stored in the C
data structure (step 420). Then, a new string Pstring+C is
formed and added to the deoorling dictionary (step 421). The
new string Pstringt-C is then output by the decoder {step
422).

The following example iilustrates several iterations of the
decoding process using the output from the above encoding
eararrtple which was based on the input string “at b a b c a .
. " The data structure are initialized as described above
(steps Illltl and 401). The [list code is read and stored in the
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data structure Ccodc. Since the first input code corresponds
to character it, the current Coode is determined not to be a
control code (step 403). Accordingly, the dictionary entry
Cstnng (i.e., a) cuncsponrling tn Cc-ode is output.

Erode is then set equal to Ccodc (step 409). The next code
word is read and stored in the data structure Ccode. Sinct: tht:
code word corresponds to character ti, (‘code is not a control
code (step 411). The decoding dictionary is then searched for
a match for Ccode (step 416). Since a single character string
(i.e., b in this instance) is always in the dictionary, :1 match
will he found. Since a match is guaranteed, llte dictionary
entry Cstring (i.e., b) is output (step -117). Next, the lirst
eharatcter of (..‘string (i.e..b) is stored in C (step -118). A new
string Pstring+C is formed and added to the dictionary (step
419). In this example, since Pstring is the string correspond-
trig to Peodt: , which is the character a, and C contains the
character b. the new string Pstring-t-C is ab, which is added
to the dictionary at the next available index, D[259]. Again,
Food: is set equal to Condo.

Then, the next code word {corresponding to character ah}
is read and stored in the data structure Coode. Since this is
not a control code, the dictionary is searched for at match for
Ccorle. Again, in this instance, there will be a match.
Accordingly, Cstring, i.e., ab, is output.

'l'l1en, the first character of Cstring (which is a) is stored
in ('3 (step 418). A new string l-‘string+C is formed compris-
ing ha (:'.i:., Pstring is the string corresponding to Pcode, I1.
and G contains a) and then added to the dictionary (step 419)
at.ll1e next avadable index D[26l]]. Then, Feed: is set equal
to C-code, and the process is repeated.

ll is to be appreciated the present invention exploits
various traits within run—1engll: ent.'o-ding, parametric dictio-
nary encoding, and hit packing to provide an encoding)‘
decoding procem whose t.t't_'rt:iency is suitable for use in
real-lime lossless data compression and decompression sys~
terns such as the systems disclosed in U.S. patent application
Ser. No. 09.I’2lU,491, filed on Dec. 11, 1998, entitled "Con-
tent independent Data Compression Method and System,“
which is commonly assigned and fully incorporated herein
by mferenoe.

In particular, although dictionary class encoding
techniques, in general, are considered superior to run—1ength
encoding techniques, run—lengtl1 encoding techniques can
process and compress contiguous strings ofdata blocks far
more optimally than dictionary encoding techniques. We
have analyzed the manner in which certain programs store
data By way of {IX}! ruple, we have determined that
MICROSOFI‘ OFFICE“ applications use large string of
repe:itive characters in I.'ert.1io portions of programs and data
files such as in the headers and footers of the files, although
these run-lengths can occur in the middle of files such as .dll
files, data base files and those lites with ernliuddecl data
slnmturcs.

Using an analysis tool that analyzes the frequency of
characters (Le., a histogram analysis of the frequency
(count) of byte values), we have found that _exe files and
.dot: files comprise an inordinate quantity of bytes that are
equal to Otlhex (Us) and FFt1ex (255). These frequently
occurring byte values often appear in contiguous strings as
header, [outer or byte padding values for data stnicturcs
internal to the Wbrd format As indicated above, a n1n—lengIl1
algorithm exploits these occurrence-ts far more optimally than
any known dictionary technique.

In addition. a further analysis of these file types on a hluck
basis, e.g., an 8 kilobyle block or 4 kilobyte block, under-
scores the advantage of using a combination of dictionary
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and run-length enooding——the contiguous nature of the data
strings that we have found in these files amplifies the benefit
of the nin—length encoding over the dictionary encoding
since the dictionary encoding has been dctennined to typi-
cally provide a tower compression ratio when applied to
smaller quantities of data. Therefore, while dictionary oom-
pression techniques typically yield higher compression
ratios than run—|eugIh, this may not be true, I:.g., for most
MICROSOFT WINDOWS“ operating system. program
and data files. Accordingly, an encoding process such as
described herein using a combination of run-length and
dictionary cnooding is far superior to compress data files,
etc., that characteristically include contiguous strings of
similar data blocks.

Moreover, as indicated above, the use of bit-packing in
combination with the dictionary and run—lerlgtl:I encoding
advantageously provides additional compression, with a
negligible increase in the overhead or processing time
required for the bi!-packing.

Further, the parametric nature of the algorithm allows for
tailoring to a wide variety of applications and target pro-
cessing architectures. wherein trades in prucessrir through-
put and irustructicn set mix. memory hierarchy and
bandwidth, and requisite inputfoutput bandwidth require-
ments may be accommodated By way of example, various
memory bandwidths and sizes within the prrruesv-iog hierar-
chy may dictate the size of the dictionary in Ienns of the
number of entries (or "dictionary depth”), and maximum
length oi‘ each entry {or “dictionary width"). For example,
the 'li:tta.s Instruments Digital Signal Processor TMS32I]Ct5‘tt
and TMS320CSx employ separate onttoard caches for pro-
gram and data memory in a Harvard Architecture Arrange-
ment. The caching may further have multiple levels of
cached commonly known as Ll (lowest level) and I2
(higher level) onhnard cache. Typically the lowest levels of
cache have highest throughput. Also, caches are typically
faster that external memory.

In one aspect of the present invention, by fixing the
dictionary depth to place it in the appropriate lcvcl of
catching, one can obtain a desired balance between the
compression ratio and compression throughput. Indeed,
although a larger dictionary typically produces a higher
compression ratio, the larger dictionary results in slower
lhruugltpul. With the current technology limit, L1 cache is
typically too small to store a full dictionary and the dictio-
nary is maintained at its optimum size in [.2 cache.
However, this trade is specilie lo the desired compression
ratio and throughput.

in another aspect of the prcsrull invention, the throughput
of, e._g., the encoding process can be monitored as a function
ufoornpressiort ratio and dictionary size. If the compression
throughput is l'ound to full below a desired level or i.-s
otltenvise desired to be increased the compression algorithm
may dynamically enlarge the dictionary to increase corn-
pression ratio or decrease the dictionary to improve through-
put. it should be noted that thc relatiomzhip is dependent
upon the entropy content of the input data stream and may
he multivalued andttor non-linear. ln yet another aspect of the
present invention, a learning algorithm may be further
applied to learn the optimum ratios using a time weighted
average of throughput.

Another approach is to page dictionary entries from
memory to L2 cache, L2 cache to L1 cache, or !.I cache to
on board registers within the processor. This methodology
can In: etrtended to any memory hierarchy within a single or
multiprocessor architecture.
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ln another embodiment, the present invention may adopt

the use of a control signal that would affect the compression
technique used by the encoder. The control signal could
originate from the same source as the data. It would indicate
to the encoder whether to place emphasis on the compres-
sion speed ot the compression ratio during the encoding
process. As indicated above. when it comes to compression
speed and compression ratio, one can often be sacrificed to
hcnefll the Other.

An example of the use of such a control signal is asfollows. Assutne the encoder resides in a hard disk controller
of a computer. The operating system driver that sends the
information to be stored on the disk would generate the
oonttol signal. The driver may use an algorithm that nor-
mally scnds a control signal to the encoder indicating that
the encoder should use a form of the compression process
that yields a very high compression ratio even if the encod-
ing process is not very fast. When the driver has accumu-
lated sulfieient amount of data to be written to the disk. then
the driver could generate a control signal to the encoder
which would cause the controller to use a very fast imple-
mentation of its compression algorithm, even if it does not
produce the best compression ratio.

lo a particular example, the use ofa control signal may be
employed to set the appropriate parameters within the
encoding/decoding algorithms described herein to facilitate
data storage and retrieval bandwidth acceleration and pro-
Vl('lB data compression and decompression at rates faster
than the input data stream such as disclosed in U.S. patent
Ser. No. 0‘9.f2FJ6,3-94, filed un Mar. 11, 1999, entitled "Sys-
tem and Methods For Accelerated Data Storage and
Retrieval," which is commonly assigned and fully incorpo-
rated herein by reference. For example, if a data stream
inputs 30 megabytes per second the losslessly compressed,
real-I ime, output stream 13 ll] megabytes per second, assum-
ing a 3:1 compression ratio. Conversely, if a compressed
input data stream is 10 megabytes per second, the corre-
sponding decompre-merl, real-lime output stream is 30 mega-
bytes per second, again assuming an original 3:1 lossless
compression ratio. Again, using the methods described
above, the accelerated data storage and retrieval rates may
be modified based on the desired compression and through-
put.

Although illustrative embodiments of the present inven-
tion have been rlescribed herein with reference to the accom-
panying drawings. it is to be understood that the present
invention is not limited to those precise embodiments, and
that various other changes and modifications may be
atleeted therein by one skilled in thr: art without departing
from the scope or spirit of the invention. All such changes
and modifications are intended to be included within the
scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims.

What is claimed is‘.
l. A method for coniprcssing input data comprising a

plurality of data blocks, the method comprising the steps of:
detecting if the input data comprises a nin-length

sequence of data blocks;
outputting an encoded run-length sequence, if a run-

length wquenoe of data blocks is detected;
maintaining a dictiurtary comprising a plurality of code

words, wherein each code word in the dictionary is
associated with .1 unique data blo-cl-t string;

building a data block string from at least one data block
in the input data that is not pan til it run-length
sequence:

searching for a code word in the dictionary having a
unique data block string associated therewith that
matches the built data block string; and
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outputting the code word representing the built data block
stnng_

2. The method of cla int 1, wherein the step of detecting a
run-length sequence comprises the steps of:

receiving an input data block;
identifying a run—]ength sequence if at least the next 5

successive data blocks in the input data are similar to
the input data block.

3. 'l'he method of claim 2., wherein the step of outputting
an encoded run-lcrrgth sequence Comprises the step of
consecutively outputting a first control code word indicating
a run-length sequence. a code word in the dictionary having
a unique data lilnclt string associated therewith that corre-
sponds to the input data block, and 2: word corresponding tothe number of successive data blocks that are similar to the
input data block.

4. The method ofclainr 1, wherein the step of maintaining
a dictionary ocmprises the steps iit‘:

dynamically generating a new code word corresponding
to a built data block string, if the built data block string
does not match a unique data block string in the
dictionary; and

adding the new code word in the dictionary.
5. The method ofelaim 4, wherein the stop of maintaining

die dictionary further comprises the step of initializing the
dictionary if the I’l'LIl‘l'llX1f of code words exceeds a predeter-mined threshold.

E. The method of claim 5, wherein the step ot initializing
the dictionary composes the steps of:

resetting the dictionary to include all pos-silile ctxlr; words
corresponding to a unique data block string comprising
a single data block; and

outputting a control code word indicating that the dictio-
nary has been initialized.

7. The method ofclaim 1, wherein the code words in the
dictionary further comprises at least one control code word
representing one of dictionary it1llltilIZtli.l(tI1, a ruri—1ength
encoded sequence, an end of the input data, and a combi-nation thereof.

8. The method of claim 1. wherein each code word in the
dictionary comprises a dictionary index.

9. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of
lJiI—packing encoded run-length sequences and code words
that are output.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of building
a data block string comprises the steps ni-

(a) iteratively storing in a first data strtrcture, a next
srrcoessive data block hr the input data to build a current
data block string; and

[b) for each iteration in step (a), updating a previous code
word stored in a st.-ciinrl data structure to it current code
word corresponding to the current data block string in
tlie first data structure, i.[ the code word. fur the current
data block string in the first data structure b found in
the dictionary; and

further wherein the step of outputting the code word
representing the [mill data block string comprises the
steps ofoutputting the previous code word stored in the
second data structure, iia code word is not found in the
dictionary mrrcsprirrding to the curruiit Llala hlriclt
string in the first data structure.

11. The method of claim 10. further comprising the step
of adding the current data block string to the dictionary.

12 The method of claim 11, further comprising the steps
of‘

storing, in a third data structure, the last data block input
in the tirst data structure, if the current data block string
is not found in the dictionary; and
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repeating stops [it] and [la] starting with the data block in

the third data structure, if the data block in the third data
struc1un-. is not part of a run-length sequence.

13. The method of claim 1, firrther comprising the step of
maintaining a hash table comprising a plurality of arrays,
wherein each array comprises all code words in the dictio-
nary that are assncialtid with a unique data block having a
first data block whose value corresponds-with an l[1ti.E)t of the
array, and wherein the hash table is used for the step of
searching for a code word in the dictionary

14. A program storage device readable by a machine,
tangibly embodying a program of instructions executable by
the machine to perform method steps for compressing input
data oomprising a plurality of data blocks, the method
comprising the steps of:

detecting if the input data comprises a rurr-lerrglh
sequence of data blocks;

outputting an encoded run-length scqucrtce. if a run-
length sequence of data hloclrs is detected;

nuiiritaining a dictionary comprising a plurality of code
words, wherein each code word in the dictionary is
associated with a unique data block string;

building a data block string from at least one data block
in the input data that is not part of a rurr-length
sequenuc;

searching for a code word in the dictionary having a
unique data block string associated therewith that
matches the huilt data block. string; and

outputting the code word representing the built data liliick
string.

15. The program storage device of claim 14, wherein the
instructions for pr: rfor ming the step of detecting a rim-length
sequence comprise instnrctions for performing the steps of:

receiving an input data block;
identifying a run-length sequence if at least the next 5

«successive data blocks in the input data are—similar to
the input data block.

16 The program storage device of claim I5, wherein the
instructions for performing the step of outputting an encoded
run-length sequence comprise ntstructions for performing
the step ofconsecutivcty outputting a first control code word
indicating a run-length sequence, a code word in the dictio-
nary rraving a unique data block string associated therewith
that corresponds to the ]l'IpIJ'i data block, and a word corre-
sponding to the number of successive rlatn lJ1o-clcs that are
sirniliir to the input data block.

11'. The program storage device of claim 14, wherein the
instructions for performing the step of maintaining a dietin-
nary comprise instructions for pcrfonning the steps of:

dynamically generating a new code word corresponding
to a built data block string, if the Iiuilt data block string
iioes not match a unique data block string in the
itictinnary; and

adding the new code word in the dictionary.
18. The program storage device of claim [7, wherein the

instructions for performing the step of maintaining the
dictionary comprise instructions for perfonning the step of
initializing the dictionary if the number of code words
exceeds a predetermined threshold.

19. The program storage device of claim 13. wherein the
instructions for performing the step of initializing the dic-
tionary comprise instructions for performing the steps of:

resetting the dictionary to include all possible code words
corresponding to a unique data block string comprising
a single ilala block; and
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outputting a control code word indicating that this dictio-
nary has hccn initialized.

20. The program storage device of claim 14, wherein the
code words in the dictionary further comprise at least one
control code word representing one of diclioriary
initiaiization, a n1n—|ength encoded sequence, an cnd of thc
input data, and a comhination thereof.

21.Tl1e prcgrani storage device of claim 14, wherein each
code word in the dictionary comprises a dictionary index.

22. 'I'he program storage device of claim 14, further
comprising iostntctioiis for pcrfrinning iht: step of bit-
paicking encoded run—leng1h sequences and code words that
are output.

23. The program storage device of claim 14. wherein the
instructions for perfonniiig the stop of huililing it data block
string comprise instructions for perforrrlirig the steps of:

(21) itcrativcly storing in a first data structure, it next
successive data block in the input data to build a current
data l!i{‘H:l{ string; and

{ii} for each iteration in step [a]. updating it previous codeword stored in a second data structure to a current code

word corresponding to the current data block suing in
the first data structure, it‘ the code word for the current
data block string in the first data structure is found in
the dictionary; and

funher wherein the instructions for pcrtonning the step of
outputting the code word representing the built data
block string comprise instructions for performing the
step of outputting the previous code word stored in the
second data structure. if a code word is not found in the
dictionary corresponduig lo the current data block
string in lilo first data stmcturc.

24. The program striragl: device of claim 23, further
comprising instructions for pctforming the step of adding
the current data block string to the dictionary.

2.5. The program storage dnvice of claim 24, further
comprising instructions for purlunning the: slope of:

storing, in a third data structure, the last data hiock input
in the lirst data structi.trc.if1.‘nc current data hlock string
is not found in the dictionary; and

repeating steps (a) and (is) starting with the data hloclr in
the third data structure, if the data block in the third data
structure is not part of a run-length sequence.

26. The program storage device of i.'Iai'm 14, tunhcr
comprising instructions for perfonnirtg the step of maintain-
ing a hash table comprising a plurality of arrays, wherein
each array comprisirs all code words in the dictionary that
are associated with a unique data block having a that data
block wliose value corresponds with an index of the array.
and wherein the hash table is used for the stop of searching
for a code word it: ill: dictirinary.

27. A method for deoomprossiiig an encoded data stream
comprising a plurality of code words, the method compris-
ing the steps of:

maintaining a dictionary comprising a plurality of code
words utilized to generate the encoded data stream,
wherein the oodc words in this dictionary comprise
control code words and code words that are catch
associated with a unique data block string;

20
decoding and outputting a run-length sequence of data

blocks associated With an input code word of the
encoded data stream, if the input code word is a control
code word in the dictionary that indicates an encoded

5 run-length sequence;
outputting .'I unique data liloclt string in the dictionary that

is associated with an input code word of the enooded
data stream, it the input code word is found in the
dictionary; and

if the input code word is not found in the dictionary,
building a new data block string comprising (1) the
unique data block string associated with a previous
control word found in the dictionary and (2) the first
data block of the unique data block string, adding the
new string to the dictionary and outputting the new
string.

28. A system for compressing input dale comprising a
plurality of data blocks. the system COIl'I|‘.|l"l5lI2Ig.'

a dictionary comprising a plurality of codc words,
wherein the code words oornpdse control code words
and code words. that are each mapped to a unique data
block string;

a nin-length encoder For encoding a scqucnci: of similar
data blocks in the input data using at least one code
word in the dictionary; and

a dictionary enoodcr for encoding a data block string
comprising at least one data block in the input data
using a code word iii the dictioiiary, whtzrein output of
the run-length encoder and dictionary encoder are
combined to form an itncodcd data stream.

29. The system of claim 28, further comprising a system
for rlocnmprcs-sing thi: uiicndcri data struam, wherein the
system For decompress-sing the encoded data stream corn-
prises:

a dictionary compdsing a plurality o[ code words utilized
to generate the encoded data stream. wherein the code
words in the dictionary coniprisc control code words
and code words that are each associated with a unique
data htnoir string;

a run-length decoder for decoding and outputting it run-
length sequence of data blocks associated with an input
code word of the encoded data stream. i[ the input code
word is a control code word in the dictionary that
indicates an encoded run—lt'.ngth sequence;

a dictionary decoder for outputting a unique data hlock
string in the dictionary that is associated with an input
code word of the encoded data stream, if the input code
word is [ound l.I'l the dictionary; and if the input code
word is not found in the dictionary, building a new data
block string comprising (1) the unique data block string
.u;sor.:iatt:d with : previritas ctintru] word found in the
dictionary and (2) the first data block of the unique data
block string, adding the now string to the dictionary and
outputting the new string

31]. The system of claim 29, wherein the mmpiession and
decompressioii systems are employed for accelerated data
storage and retrieval.
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

Systems and methods for providing lossless data

compression and decompression are disclosed which exploit

various characteristics of run—1ength encoding, parametric

5 dictionary encoding, and b_t packing to comprise an

encoding/decoding process having an efficiency that is

suitable for use in real-t;me iossless data compression and

decompression applications. In one aspect, a method for

compressing input data comprising a plurality of data blocks

# 10 comprises the steps of: detecting if the input data

;E comprises a run—1ength sequence of data blocks; outputting

E? an encoded run—lenqth sequence, if a run—length sequence of

3: data blocks is detected; maintaining a dictionary comprising

:1 a plurality of code words, wherein each code word in the

ifi I5 dictionary is associated with a unique data block string;
3: building a data block string from at least one data block in

fig the input data that is not part of a run—1ength sequence:

searching for a code word in the dictionary having a unique

data block strinq associated therewith that matches the

20 built data block string: and outputting the code word

representing the built data block string.

-60— 8011-3
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SYSTEM AND MTHOD FDR LOSSLESS
DATA COMPRESSION AND DECOMPRESSION

Cross-Reference To Related application

This application is based on provisional application

5 U.S. Application Serial No. 60/136,561 filed on May 28,

1999.

§§Q§§§OUND

1. Technical Figigg

The present invention relates generally to data

10 Compression and decompression and, more particularly to

 
95 systems and methods for providing lossless data compression

and decompression using a combination of dictionary and run

length encoding.

 2. Description of Relate__Art:

15 Information may be represented in a variety of manners. 
Discrete information such as LexL and numbers are easily

represented in digital data. This type of data

representation is known as symbolic digiLal data. Symbolic

digital data is thus an absolute representation of data such

20 as a letter, figure, character, mark, machine code, or

drawing.

Continuous information such as speech, music, audio,

images and video Frequently exists in the natural world as

-l- 3011-3
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analog irifcrmation. As is wel_'L—known to those Skilled in

the art, recent advances in Very large scale integration

(VLSI) digital computer technology have enabled both

discrete and analog information to he represented with

5 digital data- Continuous information represented as digital

data is ofLen refierred to as diffuse data. Diffuse digital

data is thus a representation of data that is or low

information density and is typically not easily recognizable

to humans in its native form.

n 10 There are many advantages associated with digital data

in representation. For instance, digital data is more readily

a: processed, stored, and transmitted due to its inherently

high noise immunity. In addition, the inclusion of

redundancy in digital data representation enables error

—..Iup‘- 3 detection and/or correction. Error detection and/or

correction capabilities are dependent upon the amount and.::clI...‘r.at._.11sW ‘Lu:‘u_n"u--'
type of data redundancy, available error detection and

correction processing, and extent of data corruption.

One outcome of digital data representation is the

EU continuing need for increased capacity in data processing,

storage, retrieval and transmittal. This is especially true

tor diffuse data where continuing increases in fidelity and

resolution create exponentially greater quantities of data.

Within the current art, data compression is widely used to

.‘.7 - 8Dl1~3
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reduce the amount of data reqrired to process, transmit,

store and/or retrieve a given ouantity of information. In

general, there are two types of data compression techniques

that may be utilized either separately or jointly to encode

5 and decode data: iossy and lossless data compression.

Lossy data compression techniques provide for an

inexact representation of the original uncompressed data

such that the decoded (or reconstructed} data differs from

the original unencoded/uncompressed data. Lossy data

:2 10 compression is also known as irreversible or noisy

ii _ I I , ,
;_ compression. Neqentropy is defined as the quantity of

43 information in a given set of data. Thus, one obvious

fl- advantage of lossy data compression is that the compression

ratios can be larger than that dictated by the negentropy
I-I

Q3 15 limit, all at the expense of information content. Many
it

if iossy data compression techniques seek to exploit various
..—1

traits within the human sensen to eliminate otherwisei?

imperceptible data. For example, lossy data compression of

visual imagery might seek to delete information content in

20 excess of the display resolution or contrast ratio of Lhe

target display device.

On the other hand, lossless data compression techniques

provide an exact representation Of the Original uncompressed

data. Simply stated, the cecoded (or reconstructed} data is

-3- 8011-3
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identical to the original unencoded/uncompressed data.

Lossless data compression is also known as reversible or

noiseless compression. Thus, lossless data compression has,

as its current limit, a minimum representation defined by

5 the negentropy of a given data set.

It is well known within the current art that data

compression provides several unique benefits. First, data

compression can reduce the time to transmit data by more

efficiently utilizing low bandwidth data links. Second,

A rich and highly diverse set of lossless data

13 10 data Compression economizes on data storage and allows more
Si}

zfi information to be stored for a fixed memory size by‘E

g representing information more eFficienLly.Fl}

i

compression and decompression algorithms exist within the

éé 15 current art. These range from the simplest “adhoc”

E: approaches to highly sophisticated formalized techniques
:3 Lhat span the sciences of infcrmation theory, statistics,

and artificial intelligence. One fundamental problem with

almost all modern approaches is the compression ratio verses

20 the encoding and decoding speed achieved. As previously

stated, the current theoretical limit for data compression

is the entropy limit of the data set to be encoded.

However, in practice, many factors actually limit the

compression ratio achieved. Most modern compression

-4- 8011-3
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algorithms are highly content dependent. Content dependency

exceeds the actual statistics Of individual elements and

often includes a variety of other factors including their

spatial location within the data set.

5 Within the current art Lhere also presently exists a

strong inverse relationship between achieving the maximum

(current) theoretical compression ratio, referred to as

“algorithmic effectiveness”, and requisite processing time.

For a given single algorithm the “effectiveness” over a

10 broad class of data sets including text, graphics,

databases, and executable object code is highly dependent

upon the processing effort applied. Given a baseline data 
set, processor operating speed and target architecture,

3 along with its associaLed supporting memory and peripheral

L1 15 set, “algorithmic efficiency” is defined herein as the time

“I requiredlto achieve a given compression ratio. Algorithmic

n5 efficiency assumes Lhat a given algorithm is implemented in

an optimum object code representation executing from the

optimum places in memory. This is virtually never achieved

20 in practice due to limitations within modern optimizing

sottware compilers. In addition, an optimum algorithmic

implementation for a given input data set may not be optimum

for a different data set. Much work remains in developing a

comprehensive set of metrics For measuring data compression

-5- 8011-3
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algorithmic performance, however for present purposes the

previously defined Lerms of algorithmic effectiveness and

efficiency should suffice.

Of the most widely utilized compression techniques,

5 arithmetic coding possesses the highest degree of

algorithmic effectiveness but, as expected, is the slowest

to execute. This is Eollowed in turn by dictionary

compression, Huffman coding. and run—lengLh coding

techniques with respectively decreasing execution times.

10 what is not apparent from these algorithms, that is also one

'” major deficiency within the current arL, is knowledge of

their algorithmic efficiency. More specifically, given a

 compression ratio that is within the effectiveness of

multiple algorithms, the question arises as to Lheir
p,

E; I5 corresponding efficiency on various data sets.

fl‘
E:

l; , $UMMlRY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is directed to systems and

methods for providing l0ss'ess data compression and

decompression. The present invention exploits various

20 characteristics of run—ienqth encoding, parametric

dictionary encoding, and b;t packing to comprise an

encoding/decoding process having an efficiency that is

suitable for use in real-time lossless data compression and

-6- 8011-3
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decompression applications.

In one aspect of the present invention. a method for

compressing input data comprising a plurality of data blocks

Comprises the Steps of:

5 detecting it the input data comprises a run-length

sequence of data blocks;

ouLputting an encoded run—length sequence, if a run-

length sequence of data blocks is detected;

maintaining a dictionary comprising a plurality of code

fl 10 words, wherein each code word in the dictionary is

33 associated with a unique data block string;3%

£5 building a data block string from at least one data
Si block in the input data that is not part of a run—length
it sequence;

:£ 15 searching for a code word in the dictionary having a

it unique data block string associated therewith that matches

jg the built data block strinq: and

outputting the code word representing the built data

block string.

20 In another aspect of the present invention, the

dicLionary is dynamically maintained and updated during the

encoding process by qeneratinq a new code word corresponding

to a built data block strinq, if the built data block string

does not match a unique data block string in the dictionary,

-7- eo11—3
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and then adding the new cooe word in the dictionary-

In yet another aspect of the present invention, the

dictionary is initialized during the encoding process if the

number of code words {e.g., dictionary indices} in Lhe

5 dictionary exceeds a predetermined threshold. when the

dictionary is initialized, a code word is output in the

encoded data stream to indicate that the dictionary has been

initialized at that point in the encoding process. An

initialization process further comprises resetting the

gg 10 dictionary to only include each possible code word

35 corresponding to a unique data block string comprising a

El single data block. By way of example, if each data block
%: comprises a byte of data, there will be ?5fi possible code
E words for a data block string comprising a single byLe. In

El 15 this instance, the dictionary reset to its initial state
fl

will comprise 256 entries.

v In another aspect of the present invention, the

dictionary further comprises a plurality of control code

words, wherein a Control code word is designated to

20 represent a dictionary initialization, a run~1ength encoded

sequence, and the end of the input data {or completion of

the encoding process}. These control words are used in the

decoding process to ro—creatc the input data.

In yet another aspect of the present invention, a bit-

—3— 8011 3
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packing process is employec Lo pack the bits of successive

ouLpuL code words representing encoded run—length sequences

and data block strings.

In another aspect of the present invention, a method

5 for decompressing an encoded data stream comprising a

plurality of code words, wtich is generated using the

encoding method, comprises Lhe sLeps of:

maintaining a dictionary comprising a plurality ot code

words utilized Lo generate the encoded data stream, wherein

:3 I0 the Code words in the dictionary comprise Control code wordsLI

:3 and code words that are each associated with a unique data

£3 block string:
.3:

-fl decoding and outputtirg a run-length sequence oi data

blocks associated with an input code word of the encoded

if 15 data stream, if the input code word is a control code word".5

E . . . . .
lg in the dictionary that indicates a1 encoded run—lenqth

1? sequence;

outputting a unique data block string in the dictionary

that is associated with an input code word of the encoded

20 data stream, if the input code word is found in the

dictionary; and

if the input code word is not found in the dictionary,

building a new data block string Comprising (1) the unique

data block string associaLed with a previous conLro1 word

-9- 8011-3
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found in the dictionary ant :2} the first data block of the

unique data block string, adding Lie new string to the

dictionary, and outputting the new string.

These and other aspects, features and advantages of the

5 present invention will become apparent from the following

detailed description of preferred embodiments, which is to

be read in connection with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

:3 Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a system for providing1%

#3 I0 lossless data compression according to an embodiment of the

fii present invention;"5

in Figs. 2a and 2h comprise a flow diagram of a method for

providing lossless data compression according to one aspect

~_ of the present invention;

Q 15 Fig. 3 is a block diagram or a system for providing

lossless data decompression according to an embodiment of

the present invention; and

Figs. 4A and 48 comprise a flow diagram of a method for

providing iossleas data decompression according to one

20 aspect of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIEEIOH OF PREFERRED EMODIMENTS

The present invention is directed to systems and

methods for providing iossiess data Compression and

-10- 8011-3
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decompression. it is to be understood that the preseni

invention may be implemented in various forms of hardware,

software, firmware, or a ocmbination Lhereof. in

particular, the preseni invention may be implemented in

5 hardware comprising general purpose microprocessors, digiLal

signal prohessors, and/or eedicated finite state machines.

Preferably, the present invention is implemenLed as an

application program, Lanqibly embodied on one or more data

storage mediums, which is executable on any machine, device

Ifl I0 or platform comprising suitable architecture. It is to be

ifi further understood that, because the present invention is

:3 preferably implemented as software, the actual sysiem

$3 configurations and process flow illustrated in the

Z? accompanying Figures may differ depending upon the manner in

%' 15 which Lhe invention is programmed. Given the teachings

E? herein, one of ordinary skill in the related art will be

.1 able L0 ConLemplate Lhese and similar implementations or

configurations of the present invention.

Data Compression

20 Referring now to Fig. l, a block diagram illustrates a

system 10 for providing lossless data compression according

to an embodiment of the present invention. In general, the

data compression system 10 comprises an input buffer ii [or

temporarily buffering an input data sLream and an encoder 12

-11- 3011-3
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for compressing the input data stream. It is to be

understood that the compressed data stream output [rom the

encoder may, for example, be sLored in a storage medium for

subsequent retrieval and decoded using a decompression

5 method described below, or transmitted over a local or

global computer network (for purposes of increased bandwidth

transmission} and decompresscd at a desired 1ocaLion. It is

to be further understood Ltat the input buffer 11 is an

optional component that may be employed, for example, in

10 real-time compression applications where the rate of

compression of the encoder 12 is slower than the bandwidth

of the input data stream.

In general, the encoder 12 employs a unique combination 
; of compression Lechniques preferably including run"1enqLh

E3 15 encoding and hash table dictionary encoding Lo compress an

EE input data stream, as well as bit—packing to increase the

Ei final compression ratio- Wore specifically, the encoder 12

comprises a run—lenqth encoder 13 and dictionary encoder 14,

both of which utilize a code word dictionary 15 to output

20 one or more “code words" representing a “character string”

identified by the respective encoder 13, 14 in the input

data stream- It is to be understood that the term

“character” as used herein refers to an inpuL byte of data

that can take on any one of 256 Values, and the term

-12- 8011-3
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“string” as used herein reiers to a qroupinq of one or more

characters (bytes). Furthermore, as described in further

detail below, in a preferred embodiment, a “code word” for a

given character string comprises a dictionary index (denoted

5 herein as Dfi|) of the character string in the dictionary 15.

During an encoding process in which bytes of data in

the input stream are input to the encoder 12, the run-length

encoder 13 will identify a run—iength sequence in the data

stream, i.e., a character string comprising a plurality of

£3 10 consecutively similar characters (bytes), and ouLput one or
fifi
in more code words from the dictionary 15 to represent the run-

uf Length sequence [as expiained in detail below}. Moreover,

the dictionary encoder 14 will build a character string

‘a comprising two or more characters (which does not comprise a

15 run~1ength sequence), search the dictionary 15 for a code

word that corresponds to the characLer sLring, and then 
CZ output the code word representing the character string. In

addition, if the character string that is built by Lhe

dictionary encoder 14 does not match a character string in

20 the dictionary 15, the dictionary encoder 14 will cause the

character string to be added to the dictionary and a new

code word [e.g., dictionary index) will be associated with

that string. An encoding process according to one aspect of

the present invention wiLi be described in detail below with

-I3— 8011-3
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reference, for example, to the flow diagram of Figs. 2A and

2B.

The encoder 12 utilizes a plurality of data storage

structures 16 tor temporarily storing data during an

5 encoding process. For example, in the illustrative

embodiment of Fig. l, a Pstring data structure 11 is

employed for temporarily storing a working character string,

Pflnhg. A C data structure 18 is employed for temporarily

storing a next character [byte] C in the input stream. in

::’1'. 1-.|-
_¢ 10 addition, a Pstring+C data structure 19 is used for
4?
n; temporarily storing a character string !knfing+C ,which is a
\i'.5

H5 string comprising all ot the characters in Pkflfim plus ther "I

i4 character in C. Moreover, an Mcode data structure 23 is
5-1

.3 used for temporarily storing a code word iflfimdbl (e.g.,

-E 15 dictionary index) corresponding to a pIeViOUS successiulfl‘.
,4

$3 string match in the dictionary. The use of these data

structures will be discussed in further detail below.

The code word dictionary 15 comprises a plurality of

dictionary indices Dfih wherein each index in the dictionary

20 lb is mapped (via a mapping module 20) to either a

predefined control code or a different code word

corresponding to a character {byte} string. The mapping

module 20 preferably employs a hash function to, inter alia,

-14- 8011-3
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map each character string {e.g., strings of one or more

bytes} into a unique index Dfilin the dictionary 15

(although other mapping techniques known to those skilled in

the art may be employed)- As indicated above, in a

5 preferred embodiment, the dictionary indices DH} are output

as the “gode words” {also referred to herein as “Mkamm”)by

the encoder to create an encoded file. These code words are

processed by a decoder to decompress an encoded file (as

discussed below with reference to Figs. 3, 4a and 4b.)

I0 In a preferred embodiment, the first three entries in 
the dictionary 15, indioes Dflfl, DIH, and DKH, are reserved

E: as control codes. ln particular, the entry for the

ii dictionary index DWH, or code word "0", is output to

Di indicate (to the decoder) that the dictionary 15 has been
3% 15 reset to its initial state. As explained in detail below,
id the dictionary 15 is preferably reset at the commencement of

an encoding process before a new input stream is processed

and, preferably, during an encoding process when the total

number of entries D[H in the dictionary lb exceeds a

20 predetermined limit. In addition, Lhe dictionary index

DH], or code word "1", is utilized for the run—length

encoding process. More specifically, the code word “I” is

output to indicate Lhat the next two consecutive output

-15- 8011-3
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numbers (in the encoded sequence) represent a run-length

encoding sequence comprising :1} a character code and (2) a

number denoting the amount of consecutive charaCLers iound

in the dais sLream corresponding to the character Code.

5 Furthermore, the dictionary index [H2], or code word “2” is

OuLpuL to indicate the end of the data stream and completion

of the encoding process.

The next 256 entries in the dictionary l5 (i.e., index

numbers 3 through 258) each comprise a single character

10 sting (e.g.. one byte] corresponding to one of the 256

[5 possible character codes- Accordingly. in a preferred

“ embodiment, the dictionary indices Dwlthrough DRSM are the

5“ only entries that exist in the dictionary 15 upon

@ initialization of the dictionary 15. Any additional

E: 15 character strings that are dynamically added to the

E; dictionary 15 by Lhe dictionary encoder 14 during an
encoding process will be consecutively added beginning at

'1 nI:i(—2x DIZGUI .

It is to be appreciated Lhat, as indicated above, for a

20 given character string under consideration, the encoder 12

will output {as a code word) the dictionary index number DH}

corresponding to a matching character string. Since the

dictionary index number is usually less Lhan two bytes and

the input character strings are typically longer than six

-|6- 3011-3
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bytes, the reduction in the number of bits output can be

significant.

In one embodiment of Lhe present invention, the

dictionary cncodcr 14 can search the code word dictionary 15

5 for a matching character string therein by comparing each

entry in the dictionary 15 to the inpuL character string

under consideration. in certain insLances, however, the

amount of entries D[fl in the dictionary 15 can increase

significantly, potentiaiiy rendering this search process

:3 10 slow, inefficient and computationally intensive.

5% Accordingly, the data compression system 10 preferably

E: comprises a hash table 21 which is utilized by thefl

ii dictionary encoder 14 during an encoding process to reduce

f the Search time for finding a matching character string inre

3 15 the dictionary 15.

E More spccifioaliy, in one embodiment, Lhe hash table 21
J
$3 comprises a plurality of arrays ArnndNL wherein each array

comprises every dictionary index number DH] in the

dictionary 15 having an entry [i.e-, character strings) that

20 begins with a character code corresponding to the array

index. For example, the third hash Labie array Anwqqfl

comprises all the dictionary indices Dfi] having a dictionary

entry in which the first character {byte} of the string has

-17- 8011-3
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decimal value of “three.” In the preferred embodiment where

the encoder processes individual bytes of data in the input

stream, since there are 256 possible characLers, there are

256 arrays, i.e., ArnqqN|, where N =1. 256. Advantageously,

5 the use of the hash table 21 for finding matching strings in

the dictionary reduces the number of string comparisons by

256.

In another embodiment, the hash table 21 comprises a

plurality of nested hash tables. For example, a first level

£11 I—l C: of hashing can use the first character to subdivide the

dictionary 15 int0 256 sub—dictionaries and a second level.."'..._-'55".‘.r.'.... 1..JI>'.:.._.hh...I‘1.:
of hashing may use the 2“ character of the input string to

Ifili further subdivide each of he initial 256 entries. Each

-* additional level of hashing subdivides each dictionary into

L7 15 an additional 256 sub-dictionaries. For example, 2 levels

a of hashing yields 2569 sub—dirtionaries andI1leve1s yields

256“ sub—dictionaries. The purpose of this hashing function

is to reduce the time for searching the dictionary 15. For

example, using an n level hashing scheme reduces the search

20 Lime by 256"—(n*256}.

Furthermore, as explained in detail below with

reference to the process depicted in Figs. 2a and 2b, the

hash table is dynamically modified to incorporate new

entries Dfil that are added Lo Lhe dictionary 15 during the

-18- 8011-3
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encoding process.

In addition, the data compression system 10 optionally

Comprises a bit packing module 22 for providing additional

Compression of the encoded data stream. As explained above,

5 the maximum size (i.e-, number of entries DH]) of the

dictionary 15 is predefined and, consequently, the maximum

number of bits of information needed to represent any index

in the dictionary 15 is known a prfori. For example, if the

maximum dictionary size is 4000 entries, only 12 bits are

fl 10 needed to represent any index number. Since data is

Q typically transferred in groups of 8 or 16 bits, in the

$3 above example where 12 bits maximum are reed Lo represent
‘F’-4.!

33 the index number, 4 bits out of every 16 bits would be
:42.
~' wasted.1*‘.
P

‘H 15 Accordingly, to provide additional compression, the

encoder 12 preferably implements the hit-packing module 22

to pack the bits of successive output code words. lL is to

be understood that any suitable biL—packing technique known

to those skilled in the art may be employed. in a preferred

20 embodiment, the bit—paCkinq module employs a shift reqister

to output at least 16 bits of data when the data is ready

for output. By way of example, assume a 12-bit code word is

initially input to the shiit register. The next 12-bit code

word that is output is also places in the shift register,
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and the shift regisLer would contain 24 bits of intormation.

Then, 15 bits would be output from the shift register,

leaving 8 bits remaining. When the next 12-bit Code word is

inpuL Lo the shift register, the shift register will contain

5 20 bits, and 16 will be output. This bit packing process is

repeated for every output code word until the encoding

process is Complete.

Advantageously, the bit packing process according to

the present invention improves the compression by a factor

ff 10 of 16/12, or 1.33. Moreover, it is to be appreciated that

3% Lhe processing time required for the bit—paeking is
i% negligible. Consequently, the bit packing process providesF‘:

ii increased compression (“ajgorithmic effectiveness") without
a significant increase in processing overhead (“algorithmic

ifl 15 efficiency").

=' Referring now to Figs. 2a and 2b, a flow diagram

we illustrates a method for compressing data according to one

aspect of the present invention. in particular, the

encoding process depicted in Figs. 2a anc 2b illustrates a

20 mode of operaLion of the system 10 of Fig. 1- IniLially,

the dictionary i5 and hash table 21 are initialized (step

200]. For example, as noted above, the dictionary 15 is

initialized to include 259 entries, i.e., the first three

entries IHB]-[H2] comprise the control codes and the nexL 256

-20- 8011-3
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entries IN3[-[H259] comprise the 256 possible character Codes

(assuming, of Course, that the encoder processes data blocks

each comprising a byte). Furthermore, the hash table will

be initialized such that each array A:rm1]H4N| comprises one

5 entry — the dictionary index [Hfl for the corresponding

character code. Next, the Pstring data structure 17 {or

“PMHng’)is initialized to be empty (i.e., it contains no

characters at initialization) {step 201}. It is to be

_i,! understood that neither the C data structure 18 (or ‘‘C')

.H _ I
.3; 10 nor the Mccadrr data SI'.1'11L‘.i'.1l'I"E ‘E3 (or “McadL”} require

‘H initialization.
H!

‘Ti After the initialization process, a determination isI.DI

"L made as to whether there are any input characters for

Q} processing (step 202)- if there is input data (affirmative
5% 15 result in step 202}, the first {or next} character {e.g.,

.3: byte} in the input stream wilr be read and temporariiy

stored in C {step 203)- Then, the next consecutive

characters in the input stream are checked {step 204} to

determine it there is a string of at least 3 consecutive

20 characters Lhat match the character stored in C to trigger

a run—length sequence {step 205}, where 5 is a predetermined

minimum number of consecutive Characters Lhat are required

to trigger a run—lengLh encoding sequence.
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If there are at least s consecutively similar

characters in the input stream {affirmative determination in

step 205), then a determination is made as to whether Rflfimg

is empty (step 206). if Ikflmg is empty {affirmative

5 determination in step 206}, then code words representing the

run-length Sequence are output (step 20?}. Tn a preferred

embodiment, the encoded run-length sequence Comprises the

predefined control code “l” {which is first output from the

dictionary 15}, followed by the code word for the character

fi ID stored in C (which is also obtained from the dictionary],

+ which is then followed by the number of consecutive

$1 characters that were found in the input stream to match the

& character in C.

H:
at On the other hand, itPflflhg is not empty (negaLiVeI-‘I :n 7|.‘

1% 15 determination in step 206} upon the triqqerinq of run—length

fi encoding process, before the run—length encoding sequence is

qenerated and output [step 207}, the code word having an

entry {character string} that matches the current value of

Rflfing is output (step 208), and Puflhg is set to empty (step

20 209). It is to be understood that the code word for the

current value of Pflflng in this instance would be the code

word that was determined (and temporarily stored in hfimde)

from a last successful dictionary search.
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If there are not enough consecutively similar

characters to trigger an run—]engtfi encoding sequence

{negative determination in step 205}, referring now to Fig.

2b, the character string Ikndng+C is generated {step 210).

5 A dictionary search is ther performed to determine if there

is an indexed character string that matches PkHhg+C (step

231). This Search is performed using, for example, the

search techniques deserihee above, e.g., searching each

entry in the dictionary starting from index [M3] to find an

5: 10 entry that matches Rfldng+C, or using the hash tah}e to

H; first determine each dictionary index having a character

ifl string entry that begins with the first character in the

Q: string PEhmg+Cl It is to be understood Lhat, during the

Eé initial search, there is always a match found in the.i

E3 15 dictionary for f%nfmg+C because fishing is empty and C

if Contains a single character (i.e., in the iiiustrative

embodiment, the dictionary is initialized to include all

possible character codes ranging from 0 to 255).

if a match for Pk#mg+C is found in the dictionary

20 (affirmative result in step 2'2}, the dictionary index DHI

(C0d€ Word) corresponding to the matching entry is stored in

flfimde [step 213). Next, the String fkflfl%+C'is stored in the

Rflnhg data structure (step Zld). Then, assuming there are
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additional bytes to process (affirmative result in step 202}

and assuming a run-length encoding process is not triggered

{step 205,, the process (i.e., steps 210-214) is repeated

until the current value of Pufing+C is not found in the

'1)‘: dictionary (negative determination in step 212). It is to

be appreciated that for each iteraLion of this process, as

each inpuL character C'is added to the current string Rflfing

a dictionary search is performed for the most current value

I%ndqg+C and the value of Ahmde is updated (but not output)

10 to include the code word {dictionary index) of the current

ad string PflTMg+C if it is found in the dictionary.

in when there is no match found between an indexed string

#1 in the dictionary and the current PHnhg+C(negative

determination in step 212), Lhe code word stored in Afimdk

7 15 corresponding to the last successful dictionary search {in

which a match for Lhe current Fkflflm'was found) is output

{step 215)- as explained above, the output code word may be

further processed using a bit-packing process as described

above to provide additional compression.

20 Next, a dictionary entry is created for the new sLrinq

Pflfing+C {step 216) in anticipation of Lhe new string being

added to Lhe dictionary. A determination is than made as to

whether the addition of the new entry would exceed the
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predefined maximum number of entries for the dictionary

(step 217). Tf the addition of the new entry would not

result in exceeding this threshold (negative deLerminaLion

in step 217}, the new entry will be added to the end of the

5 dictionary (step 218), i.e., the entry will be indexed wiLh

Lhe next available dictionary index. The appropriate hash

table will then be updaLBd (step 219), j-e., the new

dictionary index will be added to the appropriate hash table

array.

10 On the other hand, if the addition of the new entry

would result in exceeding the maximum number of dictionary

_ entries(affirmative determination in step 217), the

.H dictionary will be reset tc its initial state as described

above (step 220). In addition, the hash table will be reset

I5 to reflect the _I’nitializat.i0n of true dictionary (step 221}.

E Then, a predefined code word :e.g., code word “0") will be

‘E output to indicate that the dictionary has been reset (step

2223. After initialization of the dictionary and hash

table, the new entry will be added to the dictionary {step

20 218} and the appropriate hash table array will be updated to

reflect the new entry (step 219}.

In any event, once the new entry for F%#hgdC'has been

added to the dictionary and the hash table has been updated

appropriately, the Rdnhg data structure is set Ln include
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only Lhe character in C (step 223). The dictionary is then

searched for the string Pnrmg (step 224) and the index

number of the matching string in stored in fiflmde [step 225}.

Tt is to be understood that s;nceI%ndmg contains one

5 character C'and since all possible characters are in the

dictionary, the search is assured to find a match. Steps

224 and 225 are performed to ensure that if no match is

found the during Lhe next dictionary search, the code word

{stored in step 225) corresponding to the match found in

3% H) step 224 will be output.
tfi

T; Referring back to Fig. 2a, if there are more characters

ég in the input stream, the process described above is repeated
F!

id until it is determined LhaL there are no more characters in

g: the input stream (negative determination in step 202).
I5 Then, the code word {current value of Aflwde} corresponding

132::L n_.n-v.- to a match for the current value of Pwnhg is output [step

226). Finally, a predefined control code word {e.g., Code

word “2") will be output to indicate the end of the encoding

process {step 227).

20 The following example illusLrates several iterations of

a portion of the encoding process described above in Figs.

2A and 2B. Assume the input stream comprises the following

string of characLers “ab:wbca."”, wherein each character
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comprises a byte of information. An initialization process

is first performed as discussed above- Then, the first

character H in the input stream is read and stored in the

data structure C [step 203}. The next character in the

5 input stream b is checked to determine if it matches a{step

204). In this instance, it will be determined that there is

no match and, consequently, a run—iength encoding process is

not triggered.

Accordinqly, the string Pn?mg+C'is created (Step 210)-
_%

$ 10 Since Rflfiflg is empty (due to initialization), the new

ii string Pkflbm%C is simply a. The dictionary is searched for
is

:3 the new string. A matching entry for the character string a

5 will be found since all possible one character strings are.11

fiE indexed in the dictionary. The index DH] of the match is
52': . . . . .
,3 15 stored in Aflmde(sLep 213). The string a {1.e” PMnug+C} isI‘-=;E. 2

stored in Ikudmg data structure (step 214].

The next character in the input stream b is read and

stored in the C data structure {step 203). The next

Character in the input stream a is checked to determine if

20 it matches bistep 204}. In this instance, it will be

determined that there is no match and, consequently, a run-

length encoding process is not triqqered.
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Accordingly, the 5LL'il'.Q' Psm'ng+C is created (Step 210)-

Since Ikndmg contains the character H aruiC contains the

r_:hai-acLer b, the new string is ab. The dictionary is

searched for the new string {step 211}. Tn this ineLance, a

5 match will not be found since there is no entry in the

dictionary for the string ab.

Since no match was !‘cn_md (negative result in step 212],

the code word corresponding to the last watch is output,

i.e., the value in fiflmde corresponding to the character H isMhi

=5 10 output. Then, the string ab added to the dictionary at$1

&; index [H2591 {steps 216-218] [assuming of course that Lhis is
SH]

ifi the first new entry after initialization of the dictionary
'i-{H
; and the addition would not exceed the maximum number of

di allowed entries}.
ii;

ii‘? 15 Then, Pstring is set to include only the character in C,

which is b (step 223), and the dictionary is searched for

the indexed enLry corresponding to a match for Ifindmg (step

224). Sinrze, in this in:-;t_.-1r1r:1=_, Psfring (:ur1l_'.'ii.n:; only .-1

single character b, a match is guaranteed. The index of the

20 match is stored in flfimdb (step 225}.

‘Then, the next character in the input stream H is read

and sLored in the C data sLru:Lure (step 203}. The next
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character b is checked Lo determine if iL matches a{sLep

204}. In this instance, it will be determined that there is

no match and, consequently, a run~length encoding process is

not triggered .

5 Accordingly, the string bn (i.e., Fh#w+CU is created

{step 210). The dictionary is searched For Lhe new string

bu. A match will not be tound since there is no entry for

the string ba.

Since no match was found {negative result in step 212),

10 the code word corresponding to the last match is output,
 

i.e., the value in Meade corresponding to the character :5.

it Then, the string be added to the dictionary at index

DRGM {steps 216-218) (assuming of course that this is the

second new entry atter initialization of the dictionary and

,4 15 the addition would not exceed the maximum number of allowed

entries).

Then, Pflfiugis set to store the character in C, which

is a (step 223} and the dictionary is searched for the

indexed entry corresponding to a m.—JtL".h for Pslring (Step

20 224}. Since, in this instance, f5kfig'contains only a

single charactera, a match is guaranteed. The index of the

match is stored in flflmde (step 225)-
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Then, the neXL character in the input stream b is read

and stored in the C data structure (step 203}. The next

character c is checked to determine if it matches bistep

204}. Jn this instance, it will be determined that there is

5 no match and, consequently, a run—length encoding process is

not triggered.

Accordingly, the string ab (i.e., Pflnhg+C) is created

{step 210}. The dictionary is searched for the new string

ab (step 231}. Tn this instance, a match will be found

3 10 since there was a previous entry added to the dictionary for

the string ab. I\ccording'1y, the eode word (dictionary

fig index) of the entry ab (which is this example is lM259]) is
%: stored in flfimdb (step 213). The new string ab is stored in
ii Fkhing (step 214).

E 15 The next character in the input stream a is read and

EE stored in the C data structure (step 203). The next

character in the input stream a is checked to determine if

it matches c(sLep 204), in this instance, it wilt be

determined that there is no match and, consequenLly, a run-

20 length encoding process is not triggered.

Accordingly, the string abc (i.e., Ifinfing+C) is created

[Step 210). The dictionary is searched for the new string
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abc. A match will not be found since there is no entry for

the String abc.

Since no match was found (negative re5u}t in step 212),

the code word corresponding to the last match is output,

".J| i.e., the previously stored value ;n flfiwde corresponding to

the character string ab. Then, the string abc is added to

the dictionary at index IHZHH (steps 216-218) (assuming of

course that this is the third new entry after jnitialization

of the dictionary and Lhe addition would not exceed the

afi 10 maximum number or allowed entries).

‘J Then, !kflfim'is set to store Lhe character in C, which

E is c (step 223) and the dictionary is searched for the

indexed entry corresponding to a match For Pfl?Mg {step

ifi 224). Sincefkflmg contains only a single character a a

-M 15 match is guaranteed. The index of the match is stored in

59 hfimdb {step 225). Again, this process is repeated for all

characters in Lhe input stream.

Data Decompression

Referring now to Fig. 3, a block diagram iliustrates a

20 system 30 for providing lossless data decompression

according to an embodiment of the present invention. In

general, the data decompression system 30 comprises an input

buffer 31 ior temporarily buffering an encoded data stream
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and a decoder 32 For decompressing the encoded data stream.

It is to be understood that the encoded data stream may be,

e.q., received from a storage mediam for decoding, or

received at a desired location over a communication channel

5 and decoded at the locatior. It is to be further understood

that the input buffer 31 is an optional component that may

be employed, for example, in real-time decompression

applications where the rate of decompression of the decoder

32 is slower than the bandwidth of the transmitLed encoded

.¢ 10 data stream.

,3 In general, the decoder 32 performs, for the most part,

.5 the inverse of the encoding process described above. AS an

3: encoded data stream is received by the decoder 32, a bit

5} unpacking module 33 unpacks the bits and restores the

fig 15 original code words generated by the encoder 12 (Fig. 1}.

E Again, it is to be understood that the biL packing module 22
g (Fig. l) is an optional component that may be employed to

provide additional compression or the code words.

Therefore, if bit packing is not implemented for the

20 encoding process, bit unpacking is not employed in the

decoding process.

The decoder 32 comprises a run—lenqth decoder 34 for

processing encoded run—length sequences in the encoded data

stream and ouLpuLting the decoded data corresponding to such
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encoded run—1enqth sequences. As explained below, if the

run—length decoder detects a control word “l” in the input

data stream, it will read and process the next two

successive words in the encoded stream L0 output the decoded

5 data.

A dictionary decoder 35 is employed to build a

dictionary 3? which is identical Lo the dictionary built by

the encoder 12 {as discussed above). Using a mapping module

36 (or any suitable dictionary lookup futctioni, the

Q 10 dictionary decoder will output character strings that are

3% entries in the dictionary 37 to recreate the original file.

T? It is Lo be understood twat the state of the dictionary,

E: of the encoder is always at least one step ahead of the
'e

% state of the dictionary of the decoder. Therefore, it is

ii 15 possible that the encoder will output a code word for a
%F unique data block string that the decoder has not yet
31 entered in the decoding dictionary. This special case

occurs when a character string is encoded using the string

immediately preceding it. When this special situation

20 occurs, the first and last characters of the string must be

the same. I-‘accordingly, when the decoder receives a code

word that is not in the decoding dictionary, the decoder

will know that the first onaracter of the string that was

encoded is equal to the last characLer. This a priori
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knowledge enables the decoder to handle this special case.

It is to be appreciated that because there are no lengthy

dictionary searches performed during the decoding process,

it is much less cornpu!_aL.i.ora1'fy intensive than the encoding

5 process. A decoding process according to one aspect of the

present invention is described below with reference to Figs.

4A and 4B.

The decoder 32 utilizes a plurality of data sLorage

structures 38 for temporarily storing data during a decoding

.u 10 process. For example, in the illustrative embodiment of

;fi Fig. 3, a Pcode data structure 39 (or “Frod!’} is used for

zfi temporarily storing a previous code word received by the

% decoder 32. A Pstring data structure 40 {“Pfl?m@”)is

Q employed for temporarily storing a dictionary sLrinq

I4

E} 15 corresponding to Ikwde A Ccode data structure 41 {“(kad€H
in

%} is employed for temporarily storing a code word that is

currently being processed. A Cstrinq data structure 42

{“CMfing’) is employed for temporarily storing a dictionary

string corresponding to Crade. A C daLa strucLure 43 is

20 employed for temporarily storing a next code word {byte} C

in Lhe encoded input stream. Finally, a Pstring+C data

structure 44 is used for temporarily storing a character

string Psl‘ring+C ,which is a string comprising all of the
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characters in Ikhing plus tre character in (L ‘the use of

these data structures will be discussed in further detail

below-

Referring now to Figs. da and 4b, a flow diagram

5 illustrates a method for deconpressing data according to one

aspect of the present invention. In particular, the

decoding process depicted in Figs- 4A and 4B illustrates a

mode of operation of the system 30 of Fig. 3. Tnitially,

the dictionary 37 will be initialized in the same manner as

I? 10 discussed above [step 400} i.e-, the dictionary will

fl comprises an index for each of the three control words and

T? an index for each of Lhe 256 characters}. In addition,

3; Rflfihg and(kflmg are initiaLized to empty {step 401). IL is
3:;

LL to be understood that Etude, Ckudk, and U do not require

ii 15 initialization.
5; After initialization, the first code word in the

'” encoded input stream will be read and stored in Cknde (step

402} . A determination is then made as to whether the

current code word [stored in Cnnklis a [predefined] control

20 word (step 403). If Chwk is a control word (affirmative

determination in step 403), tne decoding process will be

terminated if the control word is "2" {step 404). If the

control word is "1", then a run—length decoding process is
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commenced by reading and processing the next two words in

the encoded input stream (step 405}. In particular, as

explained above, a code word "1" is output during the

encoding process to indicate that Lhe next Lwo consecutive

5 output numbers (in the encoded sequence) represent a run-

lengLh encoding sequence comprising {1} a character code and

{2} a number denoting the amount of consecutive characters

found in the data stream corresponding to the character

code- Accordingly, assuming “X” represents the character

Kg 10 code and “N” represents the number of consecutive “X"s, the

fig decoder will output the character X, N Limes [step 406}.
Q? Finally, if Lhe control word is “U” {step 40?), thc decoding

fig process is initialized {return to step 400).
ii On the other hand, if the current (rode does not

fl 15 comprise a control word (negative determination in step

E; 403}, the dictionary will be searched to find the string
Ei Cufing corresponding to the current Choe(sLep 408}. It is

to he understood that the first {non—conLrol) code word in

the input Stream will always be found in the dictionary,

20 i.e., the first non-control word will correspond to one of

the 256 code words that are initialized in the dictionary-

Referring now to Fig. 4B, ftodb is set to be equal to

Chuk (step 409} {and the string Pflfing is set based on the

value of Pbmkl. The next code word will be read from the
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encoded input stream and stored in Chwk [step 410).

A determination is then made as to whether the currenL

code word (stored in (kode);s a (predefined) control word

(step 411). As explained above, if Cbmk is a Controi word

5 {affirmative determination in step 411). the decoding

process will be terminated if the control word is “2" {step

412). If Lhe control word is "1", Lhen a run—1ength

decoding process is commenced by reading and processing the

next two words {“X" and “N”, respectively) in the encoded

:i 10 input stream (step 413) and Lhe decoder will output the
fa character X, N times (step 414). If the control word is “U”
_i (step 415), Lhe decoding process is initialized [reLurn Lo

step 400).

E3 if, on the other hand, the current (kvde is not a

E: 15 control code (negative deLerminaLion in step 411), a

ii determination is made as to whether there is an indexedin

entry {Cs'frfng) in the decoding dictionary corresponding to

Ckodeistep 415). If there is an entry (affirmative

determination in step 415) then Ckflmg corresponding to that

20 Chmk is output (step 417). Then, the first character of

Ckflflm is stored in the C data structure [step 418). A new

string}%kmg+Cis then [ormed and added to the decoding

dictionary (step 419).
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If there is no entry in the dictionary for the current

(Ends {negative determination in step 416} this is the

special case described above and the decoder performs Lhe

following steps. First, the first character from Fknmg'is

5 stored in theC'data structure (step 420). Then, a new

string fbHhg+C is termed and added to the decoding

dictionary {step 421]. The new string Rflfing+C is then

output by the decoder (step 422).

The following example illustrates several iterations oi

$33
fl ID the decoding process usin the out ut from the above4, 9 P

EH

“, encoding example which was based on the inpuL string “nhabc

fl: a.n” The data structure are initialized as described above31..
F’ H . . .
__ (steps 400 and 401}. The lirst code is read and stored in

E
Uj the data structure Crmk. Since the first input Code
E;

E $5 corresponds to character fl, the current (Evde is deLermined

not to be a control code {step d03)- Accordingly, the

dictionary entry Ckhimg (i.e., a) corresponding to (bode is

0uLpuL.

Ikode is then set equal to (rode (step 409}. The next

20 code word is read and stored in the data structure (kode.

Since Lhe code word corresponds Lo characLer b, Ccode is not

a control code {step 411}. The decoding dicticnary is then
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searched for a match for Ccrrde {step 416} . Since 5|. Single

character string (i.e., b in this instance} is always in the

dicLior:ary, a match will be found. Since a maLch is

guaranteed, the dictionary entry (‘string (i_.e-, b} is ouLput

5 {Step 417'). Next, the first character of Csfrfng {.i_.e.,b) is

stored in C [step 418] . A new string Pstrfng+C is termed and

added to the dictionary (step 419) . In this example, since

Psrring is the sLring correspomling to Pcode, which is the

character a, and C contains the character b, the new string

10 Psrr:'ng+Cis ab, which is added to the dictionary at Lhe next

available index, [H259]. Again, Pcodeis set aqua] to Crude.

Then, the next code word (corresponding to character

ab) is read and stored in the daLa structure Ccade. Since..s

this is not a control code, the dictionary is searched For a

15 match for Ccade. Again, in this instance, Lhere will be a

match. Accordingly, Cstring, i.e.,rrb, is output.

Then, the first char;—1::ter of Cstring {which is :1} is

stored inC {step 418). A new sLr'ing Psm'ng+C is formed

comprising be (i.e., Psrring is the s1._riI1g corresponding to

20 Pr.-ode, b, and C contains a) and then added to the dictionary

(step 419} at the next avaiiabie index ])[26fl]. Then, Pam‘: is

set: equal Le Ccmle, and the process is repeated.
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It is to be appreciated the present invention exploits

various traiLs wittin run—1enqth encoding, parametric

dictionary encoding, and bit packing to provide an

encoding/decoding process whose efficiency is suitable for

5 use in rea1—Lime lossless data compression and decompression

systems such as the sysLems disclosed in U.S. Patent

Application Serial No 09/230,491, filed on December 11,

1998, entitled “Content Independent Data Compression MeLhod

and System,” which is commonly assigned and fully

£3 10 incorporated herein by reference.

f= In particular, although dictionary class encoding‘=6

fig techniques, in general, are considered superior to run-

Ei length encoding techniques, run—lenqth encoding techniques

E; can process and compress contiguous strings of data blocks

E: 15 far more optimally than dictionary encoding techniques. we
2: have analyzed the manner in which certain programs sLore

data. By way of example, we have determined that MICROSOFT

OFFICE “ applications use large sLring of repetitive

characters in certain portions of programs and data files

20 such as in the headers and footers of the files, although

these run-lengths can occur in the middle of files such as

.dll files, data base fiies and those files with embedded

data structures.

Using an analysis tool that analyzes Lhe frequency of
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characLers (i.e., a histogram analysis of the frequency

{count} of byte values), we have found that .exe files and

.doc files comprise an inordinate quantity of bytes that are

equal to 00hcx {Os} and EFhex (255). These frequently

5 occurring byte values often appear in contiguous strings as

header, footer or byte padding values for data structures

internal to the Word format. As indicated above, a run’

length algorithm exploits these occurrences far more

optimally than any known dictionary technique-

31 10 In addition, a further analysis of these file types on

-5 a block basis, e.g., an 8 kilobyte block or 4 kilobyLe

:5 block, underscores the advantage of using a combination of

dictionary and run‘lenqth encoding — the contiguous nature

£3 of the data strings that we have found in these files
L! ... U
Q 15 amplifies the benefit of the run-length encoding over the
3
:5 dictionary encoding since the dictionary encoding has been
ias‘

determined to typically provide a lower compression ratio

when applied to smaller quantities of data. Therefore,

while dictionary Compression techniques typically yield

20 higher Compression ratios than run—length, this may not be

true, e.g., for most MICROSOFT WINDOWS “ operating system,

program and data files. Accordingly, an encoding process

such as described herein using a combination of run—lcngth

and dictionary encoding is far superior to compress data
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files, etc-, that characteristically include contiguous

strings of similar data blocks.

Moreover, as indicated above, Lhe use of bit—packing in

combination with the dicticnary and run~length encoding

5 advantageously provides additional compression, with a

negligible increase in the overheacl or prou::.essing time

required for the bit-packing.

Further, the parametric nature of the algorithm allows

for tailoring to a wide variety of applications and target

;q 10 processing architectures, wherein trades in processor

gfi throughput and instruction set mix, memory hierarchy and

bandwidth, and requisite irput/output bandwidth requirements

may be accommodated. By way of example, various memory

.. bandwidths and sizes withir-. the processing hierarchy may

15 dictate the size of the dictionary in Lerms of the number of

'fi entries {or "dictionary depth"), and maximum length of each

entry (or "dictionary width"). For example, the Texas

Instruments Digital Signal Processor TD-'iS320C6x and TMS3.?OC5x

employ separate onboard caches for program and data memory

20 in a Harvard Architecture Arrangement. The caching may

further have multiple levels of Cached Cc-mmor1l_y known as 1.1

(lowest level) and L2 [higher level) Dnboard cache.

Typically the Lowest levels of cache have highest

throughput. Also, caches are typically faster that external
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memory.

in one aspect of the present invention, by fixing the

dictionary depth to place it ‘n the appropriate level of

caching, one can obtain a desired balance between the

5 compression ratio and compression throughput. Indeed,

although a larger dictionary typically produces a higher

compression ratio, the larger dictionary results in slower

throughput. With the current technology limit, L1 cache is

typically too small to store a full dictionary and the

'3 10 dictionary is maintained at its optimum size in L? Cache.

2% However, this trade is specific to the desired compression

.fi ratio and throughput.
E; in another aspect of the present invention, the

if throughput of, e.g., the encoding process can be monitored

ii 15 as a function of compression ratio and dictionary size. If

i; the compression throughput is found to fall below a desired
.¢ level or is otherwise desired to be increased the

compression algorithm may dynamically enlarge the dictionary

to increase compression ratio or decrease Lhe dictionary to

20 improve throughput. It should be noted that the

relationship is dependent upon the entropy content of the

input data stream and may be multivalued and/or non—linear-

in yet another aspect of the oresent invention, a learning

algorithm may be further applied to learn the optimum ratios
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using a time weighted average of Lhrouqhpnt.

Another approach is to page dictionary entries from

memory to L2 cache, L2 cache to L1 cache, or L1 cache Lo on

board registers within the processor. This methodology can

5 be extended to any memory hierarchy within a single or

multiprocessor archiLecture.

In another embodiment, the present invention may adopt

the use of a control signal that would affect the

compression technique used by the encoder. The control

10 signal could originate from the same source as the data. It

would indicate to the encoder whether to place emphasis on...n.

the compression speed or the compression ratio during the

.I-_...I."5
encoding process. As indicated above, when it Comes to

compression speed and compression ratio, one can often be

fl
6
-'=;‘I

‘"11c
-I-.1
H
5.
:''r

5
15 sacrificed to benefit the other.

An example of Lhe use of such a control signal is as follows. Assume the encoder resioes in a hard disk

controller of a computer. The operating system driver that

sends the information to be stored on the disk would

20 generate the control signal. The driver may use an

algorithm that normally sends a control signal to the

encoder indicating that the encoder should use a form of the

compression process that yields a very high compression

ratio even if the encoding process is not very fast. when
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the driver has accumulated suificient amount of data to be

written to Lhe disk, then the driver could generate a

control signal to the encoder which would cause the

controller to use a very fast implementation of its

5 compression algorithm, even if it does not produce the best

compression ratio.

In a particular example, the use of a control signal

may be employed to set the appropriate parameters within the

encoding/decoding algorithms described herein to facilitate

,m 10 data storage and retrieval bandwldLh acceleration and

fin provide data compression and decompression at rates faster

,9 than the input data stream such as disclosed in U.S. ?atent

PH Serial No. 09/266,394, filed on March 11, 1999, entitled

a_ “System and Methods For Accelerated Data Storage and

g? 15 Retrieval," which is commonly assigned and fully

E? incorporated herein by reference. For example, if a data
5; stream inputs 30 megabytes per second the losslessly

compressed, reai—time, output stream is 10 megabytes per

second, assuming a 3:1 compression ratio- Conversely, if a

20 compressed input data stream is 10 megabytes per second, the

corresponding decompressed, real—Lime ouLput stream is 30

megabytes per second, again assuming an Original 3:1

lossless compression ratio. Again, using the meLhods

described above, the accelerated data storage and retrieval
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rates may be modified based on the desired Compression and

throughput.

Although illustrative embodiments of the present

invention have been described herein wiLh reference to the

5 accompanying drawings, it is to be understood Lhat the

present jnvention is not limited to Lhose precise

embodimenLs, and that various other changes and

modi£icaLi0nS may be affected therein by one skilled in the

art without departing from the scope or spirit of the

f? 10 invention- All such changes and modifications are intended
zfl

in to be included within the scope of the invention as definedH

E5 by the appended claims.J

75

53
ER
5;
2E
K
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method for compressing input data Comprising a

plurality of data blocks, the method comprising the steps

of:

5 detecting if the input data comprises a run-length

sequence of data blocks;

outputting an encoded run—length sequence, if a run-

length sequence of data blocks is detected:

maintaining a dictionary comprising a plurality of code

fit 10 words, wherein each code word in Lhe dictionary is

g: associated with a unique data block string;

éi building a data block string from at least one data
5% block in the input data that Ls not part of a run—length
g_ sequence;

E: 15 searching for a code word in Lhe dictionary having a
E? unique data b10Ck string associated therewith that matches
ii the built data block string; and

outputting the code word representing the built data

block string-

20 2. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of

detecting a run—length sequence comprises the steps Of:

receiving an input data olock;

identifying a run—length sequence if at least the next
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3 successive data blocks in the input data are similar to

the input data block.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of

outputting an encoded run—lenqth sequence comprises the step

5 of consecutively outputting a first control code word

indicating a run~iength sequence, a code word in the

dictionary having a unique data block string associated

therewith that corresponds to the input data block, and a

word corresponding to Lhe number of successive data blocks

3 10 that are similar to the input data block.
.4
E

flfl . .
5% 4. The method of clanm L, wherein the step of

:T maintaining a dictionary comprises the steps of:

;; dynamically generating a new code word corresponding to
2'1. . . . . _
$5 a built data block string, if the built data block string

?_ 15 does not match a unique data b1ock string in the dictionary;
and

adding the new code word in the dictionary.

5. The method of Claim 4, wherein the step of

maintaining the dictionary further comprises the step or

20 initializing the dictionary it the number or code words

exceeds a predetermined threshold.
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6. The method of claim b, wherein the step oi

initializing the dictionary comprises the steps of:

resetting the dictionary to include all possible code

words corresponding to a unique data block string comprising

5 a single data block; and

outputting a control code word indicating that the

dictionary has been initialized.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the code words in

the dictionary further comprises at least one control code

$0 word representing one of dictionary initialization, a run-

lenqth encoded sequence, an end of the input data, and a

combination thereof.

.i 8. The method of claim 1, wherein each code word in

e the dictionary comprises a dictionary index.

15 9. The method of claim 1, further comprising Lhe step

of bit—packinq encoded run—lengLh sequences and code words

that are output.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of

building a data block string comprises the steps of:

20 (a) iteratively storing in a first data structure, a
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next successive data b]ock in the input daLa to build a

current data block string; and

(b) for each jteratior in step (a), updating a previous

code word stored in a secord data structure to a current

5 code word Corresponding to the current data block string in

the first data structure, if the code word for the current

data biock string in the first data structure is found in

the dictionary: and

further wherein the step of outputting the code word

._u_ 10 representing Lhe built data biock string <;ompr:.i_ses the steps

:g of outpuLLing the previous Code word stored in the second

3% data structure, it a code word is not found in the

jg dictionary corresponding Lo the CurrenL data block string in
E; the first data structure.
1“

"h 15 ll. The method of claim 10, further comprising the

-3 step of adding the current data block string to the

dictionary.

12. The method of claim 11, further comprising the

Steps of:

20 storing, in a third data structure, the last data block

input in the first data structure, if Lhe current data block

string is not found in Lhe dictionary; and
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repeating steps (a) and Eb} starting with the data

block in the third data structure, if the data block in the

third daLa structure is not parL of a run—length sequence.

13- The method of claim 1, further comprising the step

5 of maintaining a hash table comprising a plurality of

arrays, wherein each array comprises all code words in the

dictionary that are associated with a unique data block

having a first data block whose value corresponds with an

index of the array, and wherein the hash table is used For'.-..:-

I0 the step of searching for a code word in the dictionary.[.2.4‘:.'."_if... -I‘1:..-In\....\\
E: 14- A program storage device readable by a machine,EA}

_ tangibly embodying a program of instructions executable by
=3
gfi the machine to perform method steps for compressing input
fa .
Q1 daLa Comprising a plurality OF data blocks, the method

:3'-...J 15 comprising the steps of:

detecting if the input data comprises a run—lcngth

sequence or data blocks;

ouLpuLting an encoded run—lenqth sequence. if a run—

length sequence of data blocks is detected:

20 maintaining a dictionary comprising a plurality of code

words, wherein each code word in the dictionary is

associated with a unique data block string:
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building a data block string from aL least one data

block in the input data that is not part of a run-length

sequence;

searching for a code word in the dictionary having a

5 unique data block string associated therewith that matches

the built data block string; and

outputting the code word representing the built data

block string.

L3 15. The program storage device of claim 14, wherein

10 the instructions for perforrning L}‘e step of detectiliq a run-

{% length sequence comprise instructions for performing the
ig steps of:
1: receiving an input data block;

% identifying a run—length sequence if at least the nextL

E: 15 3 successive data blocks in the input data are similar to
:5 the input data block.

16. The program storage device of claim 15, wherein

the instructions for performing the step of outputting an

encoded run-length sequence comprise instructions for

20 performing the step of consecutively cutputting a first

control code word indicating a run—1ength sequence, a code

word in the dictionary having a unique data block string
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associated therewith that corresponds to the input data

block, and a word corresponding to the number of successive

data blocks Lhat are similar to the input data block.

17. The program sLorage device or ciaim 14, wherein

5 the instructions for perfo:ming Lhe Step of maintaining a

dictionary comprise instructions tor performing the steps

of:

dynamically generating a new code word corresponding to

3; a built data block string, if the built data block string

-if . .
§ 10 does not match a unique da:a block string in the dictionary;

4: and
U5
fi- adding the new code word in the dictionary.

CH
ii 18. The program storage device of claim 1?, whereinW
5 l_E

$3 the instructions tor performing the step of maintaining the9''‘:|‘—_. L

53 IS dictionary comprise instructions for performing the step of

initializing the dictionary if Lhe number of code words

exceeds a predetermined threshold.

19. The program storage device of claim 18, wherein

the instructions for performing the step of initializing the

20 dictionary comprise instructions for perflorming the steps

of:
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resetting the dictionary to include all possible code

words corresponding to a unique data block string comprising

a single data block: and

outputting a control code word indicating that the

5 dictionary has been initiaiized.

20. The program storage device of claim 14, wherein

Lhe code words in the dictionary further comprise at least

one control code word representing one of dictionary

iniLialization, a run-length encoded sequence, an end of the91

5: [0 input data, and a combination thereof.£3
H

3

3f 21. The program storage device of Claim 14, whereinn‘ _}

EL each code word in Lhe dicLionary comprises a dictionary

$3 index.

iii
G?

if 22. The program storage device of Claim 14. further

15 comprising instrucLions for performing the step of bit-

packing encoded run—length sequences and code words that are

output.

23. The program storage device of claim 14, wherein

the insLructions for performing the step of building a daLa

20 block string comprise instructions for performing the steps
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of:

{a} iteratively storing in a first data structure, a

next successive data block in the input data to build a

current data block string; and

5 {b} for each iteration in step {a}, updating a previous

code word stored in a second data structure to a current

code word corresponding to the Current data block string in

the tirst data structure, if the Code word for the current

data block string in the first data structure is found in

F: 10 the dictionary: and

ii further wherein the instructions for performing the

E: step of outputting the code word representing the built data

2% block string comprise instructions for performing the step

ii of outputting the previous code word stored in the second

Ea IS data structure, if a code word is not found in the

gf dictionary corresponding to the current data block string in
ii the first data structure.

24. The program storage device of claim 23, further

comprising instructions for performing the step of adding

20 the current data block string to the dictionary.

25. The program storage device of claim 24, turther

comprising instructions for performing the steps of:
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storing, in a third data structure. the last data block

input in the first data structure, if the current data block

string is not found in the dictionary; and

repeating steps (a) and (bi starting with the data

3 block in the third data structure, if the data block in the

third data structure is not part of a run—lenqth sequence.

26. The program storage device of ciaim 14, further

comprising instructions for performing the step of

:3 maintaining a hash Lable comprising a piurality of arrays,

ii 10 wherein each array Comprises all code words in the

:3 dictionary that are associated with a unique data block

5% having a first data block whose value corresponds with an

i‘ index of the array, and wherein the hash table is used for

H} the step of searching for a code word in the dictionary.

3 I5 27. A method for dccompressing an encoded data stream

comprising a plurality of node words, the method comprising

the steps of:

maintaining a dictionary comprising a plura[ity of Code

words utilized to generate the encoded data stream, wherein

20 the code words in the dictionary comprise control code words

and code words that are each associated with a unique data

block string;
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decoding and outputting a run—lengLh sequence of data

blocks associated with an input code word of the encoded

data stream, if the input code word is a control code word

in the dictionary that indicates an encoded run—iength

5 sequence;

outputting a unique data block string in the dictionary

that is associated with an input code word of the encoded

data stream, if the input code word is found in the

dictionary; and

fifi 10 if the input code word is not found in the dictionary,%

3% building a new data block string comprising (1) the uniqueU

éi data block string associated with a previous control word
ii found in the dictionary and {2} the first data block of the

unique data block string, adding the new string to the

i: 15 dictionary and outputting the new string.

3?
H

33 28. A system for compressing input data comprising a

plurality of data blocks, the system comprising:

a dictionary comprising a plurality or code words,

wherein the code words comprise control code words and code

20 words that are each mapped to a unique data block string;

a run—length encoder tor encoding a sequence of similar

data blocks in the input data using at least one code word

in the dictionary; and
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a dictionary encoder for encoding a data block string

comprising at least one data hlock in the input data using a

code word in the dictionary, wherein output of the run-

length encoder and dictionary encoder are combined to form

5 an encoded data stream.

29. The system of claim 28, further comprising a

system for decompressing the encoded data stream, wherein

the system for decompressing the encoded data stream

53 comprises:

ii ‘ ‘ _ I _
fi 10 a dictionary comprising a plurality or code words
w

43 utilized to generate the encoded data stream, wherein the
W

E code words in the dictionary comprise control code words and54%

u code words that are each associated with a unique data block.m

{H string;
4%

13 15 a run—length decoder for decoding and outputting a run-r..'I

53 length sequence of data blocks associated with an input code

word of the encoded data stream, if Lhe input code word is a

control code word in the dictionary that indicates an

encoded run—1cnqth sequence;

20 a dictionary decoder for outputting a unique data block

string in the dictionary that is associated with an input

code word of the encoded data stream, if the input code word

is found in the dictionary: and if the input code word is
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not found in the dictionary, building a new data block

strinq comprising {1} the unique data block string

associated with a previous control word found in the

dictionary and (2) the first data block of the unique daLa

5 block string, adding the new String to the dictionary and

ouLputLing the new sLring.

30. The sy3Lem of claim 29, wherein the compression

and decompression sysLems are employed for acce1eraLed data

sLorage and retrieval-
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PATENT APPLICATION

Atty. Docket No. 8011-3

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
nu/92/sooillflllilfllilfllflgflfllflfllg

j°5§}s"7‘9‘2l21"°JlllflljlillImum
Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, D.C. 20231

UTILITY APPLICATION FEE Tgnusnxgggg

Sir:

Transmitted herewith for filing is the patent application of

Inventor{s): James J. Fallon, Steven L. Bo

For: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR LOSSLESS DATA COMPRESSION

AND DECOMPRESSION __

Enclosed are:

 [X] __g§“w N pagets) of specification

[X] ___l____ page(sJ of Abstract

J1 [K] __;;____ pageis) of claims

I [Xj 6 sheets of drawings [ ] formal [X] informal

[X] 2 page(s] of Declaration and Power of Attorney 
[ 1 An Assignment of the invention to

CERTIFICATION nuns; g7 c.r.n. 5 i;;g
1 hereby Certify that this New Application Transmittal and the documents
referred to as enclosed therein are being deposited with the United States
Postal Service on ‘:.his date May 26, if in an envelope as "Express Mail Post
Office to Addresses" Mail Label Number g;g3392'.r031g§.'_ addressed to; Assistant
Commissioner for Patents, Washington, IJ.£_‘, 20231.

frank V. neRosa
{Type or print name o ers n mailing paper)

_f§ii_;naLtL1re"of person mailing paper)
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[X] This application claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C.
§119{e) of U.S. Provisional Application(s) No{S].:

APPLICATION NOKS} : F‘II_.ING DATE

60[l36,56l T May 28, 1999

/

[ ] Certified copy of applications

Countgy Aggln. No. Filed

l

Hfi from which priority under Title 35 United States Code, § 119

:5 is claimed
_fl [ 3 is enclosed.

[ ] will follow.

 cA1.CLI1'.AT1'oN__g§My7;itiry APPLICATI N FEE

 

m Number Number Basic Fee

‘.13 Poi Filed Extzra __ Rate __ $690.00
5; Total

9'13 Claims* 30 -20 = in W x $ 18.00 $l80._QQ
.3 Independent

Claims 4 --3 = 2L J: $ 78.00 g*5_,__0
Multiple I J yes Add‘l. Fee $260.00 $
Dependent
Claims I 1;; Add'l. Fee _H9ne = $

TOTAL 5 94 8 .%

[X] Verified Statement of “Small Entity“ Status Under 37
C.F.R. § 1.27. Reduced fees under 37 C.F.R. § l.9(f)
(50% of total) paid herewith §§jq.D0.

"1n<':lu..:lc:; a'.'. Jmieprzndenr. and fiinglrs -]upe|:L‘.:-nt claams and a"... claims referred Lo in lnultiplzac'.aim.-i. See .4’: ('.s.u. § 1 ."J[<.-1

Page 2 of 3
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[ 1 A check in the amount of $40.00 is enclosed for recording
the attached Assignment.

[X] A check in the amount of $474.00 to cover the filing fee is
attached.

[ 1 Charge fee to Deposit Account No. 50-0679. Order No.
§Qf0679. TWO (2) COPIES OF THIS SHEET RRE ENCLOSED.

[X} Please charge any deficiency as well as any other fee(s)
which may become due under 37 C.F.R. § 1.16 and 1.17, at any
time during the pendency of this application, or credit any
overpayment of such feeisl to Deposit Account No. 50-0679.
Also, in the event any extensions of time for responding are
required for the pending applicationfs), please treat this
paper as a petition to extend the time as required and
charge Deposit Account No. §Q:0679 therefor. TWO (2) COPIES

.; OF THIS SHEET ARE ENCLOSED.

N 1

___ .5‘-TGNNFURE 01-‘ .PL'1".l'\:RNE‘.|’
H; Frank V. DeRosa

Reg. NO. 43,534

P. CHAU & ASSOCIATES, LLP
1900 Hempstead Turnpike
Suite 501

East Meadow, New York 11554
=4 Tel. No. (516) 357-0091

Fax. (516) 357-0092

FVD:pg
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Application No. Applicarit(s]'

. I osiE—?9,221 FALLON ET AL.
Notice ofAilowabiiity | Examine‘ -- ---A,m,;,, -- - -

I dingge wu__ _ 2623

- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
All claims being atlowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included
herewith {or previously mailed). a Notice of Allowance [PTOL-B5} or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY is NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subiect to withdrawal from Issue at the initiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 3? CFR 1.313 and MPEP13tl8.

1. This communication is responsive to §.?2;6f2QtJgl_. 5
2. The allowed ciaIm(s) it-rare @
3. D The drawings filed onTare accepted by the Examiner.
4. I3 Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U S C. § 1’i9i[a)—(d) or {f}. .

a) C] All b) El Some‘ c) E] None of the:
1. CI Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.
2. E] Certified copies ol the priority documents have been received in Application No.j

3. E] Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the
International Bureau (PCT Rulo1T.2(a)).

* Certified copies not received; ____.

5. D Acknowtedgment is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S C. § 119(3) {to a provisional application).
(a) CI The translation of the foreign language provisional application has been received.

ti. CI Acknowledgment is made of a ciaiin for domestic priority under 35 US C {if} ‘I20 andior 121.

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE "MAILING DATE’ of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements noted
below. Failure to timely comply will resuit in AEIIANDONMENT oi this application. THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENOABLE

7. E] A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION must be submitted Note the attached E)(AlvIlNER’S AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF
INFORMAL PATENT APPLICATION {PTO-152) which gives reasonisl why the oath or declaration is deficient.

8. IE CORRECTED DRAWINGS must he submitted.
{at E including changes required by the Notice of DrafIsperson‘s Patent Drawing Review r PTO—9it8) attached

‘IJ E hereto or 2) CI to Paper No. __.

(b) F] inctiidino changes required by the proposed drawing correction filed _ _, which has been approved by the Examiner.
(cl El including changes required by the attached Examiners An-iendrnent icon-iment or N1 the Office action ol Paper No.

Identifying indloia such as the application number (see 3? CFR 1114(0)} should be written on the drawings in the top margin (not the hack}
of each sheet. The drawings should be filed as 8 separate paper with I. transmittal letter addressed to the Official Draftaperson.

9. D DEPOSIT OF andior INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiners comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Altachmontisl

‘IE3! Notice of Raterencos Cited {P I O-392) 2E:l Notice of Informal Patent Application {PTO-152}
SE Nr)tir:.e of Dl'aI"tpersrJn'3 Patent Drawing Review (PTO—Ei48) -ti] Interview Summary (PTO-413}. Paper No.T .
EC] Information Disciosurc Statements (PTO-1449}, Paper No. T. 6L_I Examiner's Amendmanticomment
TD Examiners Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit SE Examiners Statement of Reasons for Atlowance

of Biological Material SCI Other

 U 5 Patent El1flTIHIHJl'|'B|'l<-6IllCfl_ TT '

PTO-3? {Rev 04-01} Notice of Alia . " yr ' pa.-1 ,_-M:-ape, N" 2
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App|icationlContro| Number: 09i'5?9,221 Page 2

Art Unit: 2623

Reasons for Allowance

1. The following is an examiners statement of reasons for allowance:

Independent claims 1. 14. 2? and 28 are aliowable over the prior art of record.

Claims 2-13. 1526. and 29-30 depend from claims 1. 14, and 28 respectively,

therefore, are allowed.

Independent claims 1 and 14 recite the limitations of: building a data block

string from at least one data block in the input data that is not part of a run-length

sequence: searching for a code word in the dictionary having a unique data block string

associated therewith that matches the built data biock string. The combination of these

features as cited in the claims in combination with the other limitations of the claims.

are neither disclosed nor suggested by the prior art of record.

Independent claim 27 recites the limitations of: if the input code word is not

found in the dictionary. building a new data biock string comprising (1) the unique data

block string associated with a previous control word found in the dictionary and (2) the

first data block of the unique data block string . adding the new string to the dictionary

and output the new string. The combination of these features as cited in the claims in

combination with the other limitations of the claims, are neither disclosed nor suggested

by the prior art of record.

Independent claim recites the limitations of: a dictionary comprising a plurality of

code words, wherein the code words comprise control code words and code words that

are each mapped to a unique data block string; an run-length encoder. and a dictionary
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Applicationlcontrol Number: CIQl5?9.221 Page 3
Art Unit: 2623

encoder for encoding a data block string comprising at least one data block in the input

data using a code word in the dictionary. wherein output of the run—length encoder and

dictionary encoder are combined to form an encoded data stream.. The combination of

these features as cited in the claims in combination with the other limitations of the

claims. are neither disclosed nor suggested by the prior art of record.

The closest references of US 58839?5 to Narita et al. discloses using run-length

encoder, and dictionary. However, he does not teach the limitations of cited above.

Conclusion

2. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicants disclosure.

US 6489902 and 5995976 to Heath. US 5870035 to Franaszek et al., and US

6195024 to Fallon disclose methods for using run-length encoding and dictionary.

Contact Information

3. Any inquiry concerning this comrnunication or earlier communications should be

directed to Jingge Wu whose telephone number is (?D3) 308-9588. He can normally be

reached Monday through Thursday from 8:00 am to 4:30 pm. The examiner can be also

reached on second alternate Fridays.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application should

be directed to TC customer service whose telephone number is (703) 306-037?.
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Applicationlcnntrol Number: 09,679,221 Page 4
Art Unit: 2623

If attempts to reach the Examiner by telephone are unsuccessful. the Examiners

supervisor, Amelia Au. can he reached at {?03) 308-6604,

The Working Group Fax number is {703) 872-9314.
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 UNITED Snzxrr-:5: l‘A'r1'-'.N'I' AND ']‘R.-xn1=:M.aLru~c On-‘1(‘.e: l]NI'I'|'TII .‘i'l'.lT']V‘_“I III-II’.IIl'I'lHI?'.‘i'I' {II-‘ (."()§I‘l|’Il'.'IIl.'I'I
Unilud Stnlun Palm-u nurl 'I.'md.nannxlx. Uflloop\4.<lr~Io-5 {II JML JP<'H!i (J]f I'A'|']LN'J'H AND T“ AIDLM All IDSWashu . I'll.‘ Ir.‘:.'H

  

NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND FEE(S) DUE
‘mo D1’2It-'ZtN'fl

-Prank Chan Esq —

   

F Chan :55 Associates LLP WU, .TlN(i{“:I-I
IUIJG Iictllpslcatl '!'urnpikr.: _
Sum: sm
E331 Mtizlrinw, NY I I554 gm; 332_2'u"f_K;

DAT MAl[.Ef‘.|. D1J'2S.-2003

NO FILING DA H‘. I"IR.‘iT NAMILI) INVI.'J\"I'UK J\T'l'UR3lI:'V I)UI‘KI:"I' {'UNi"IKMA'I'IUN NU
09:"S?9.221 03.-’.'!6.I'I‘.fl00 Luna.--5 J. Fa“-Jr! N01 |-3 1H‘Jfs
 

TITLE OF INVENTION SYSTENI ANT) MET HOD FOR I OSSL ESS DATA CUMPIIESSIUN AND l)EC(lMI’RIiSSION

  
1’U]\l.[t.'A '['l()N I-' El-‘.

m“'-*"‘-‘=49! DUE
nmlprnv uunnai YES $650 SD 31350 fl5."2!Ir'2I'Ifl3   

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINER) AND IS Al.I.{JWI'3D FUR ISSUANCE AS A PATEN'I'.
ERQ&E Qlfl fl[E lfi QL_QS_];',fl. THIS NOTICE OF Al«I.0WANCE IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS.
THIS AI-'PLlCATl()N IS SUBJECT TO WI'FIIDRA“'AL FROM ISSUE AT THE INlTlA'l'IVl1L 0|’ 'l‘Hl:‘. UFFICE OR UPON
Pl€'l‘I'l"ItJN BY 'l'[-IE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPlZP1JOS.

m 1«: ISSUE FEE AND PUIIIJC.-\'l'ION FEE :11? REQIJIRED) MUST BE‘. mun WITHIN T111131»; M95135 FROM THE
MAILING nu":-1 or '1‘!-HS NOTICE on THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONEI). Tl-][§ §_"[AI_I!TOBX
flgmgp 151; ]g‘§'|‘§:_]j_|;E}];. SEE 35 U.S.(.‘. :51. THE ISSUE FEE nun: INDI(fIA'I‘F.l} .-\B0\r’E R!1‘.F[.EC'l‘S A CREDIT
ma ANY PREVIOIJSIX MID Issul; FEE APP‘[.lF.D IN THIS APE'l.l(J.-\‘I‘!()N. THI-‘. PTOL-353 (OR AN I«‘.QUIVALENT)
MUST BE RE'I‘URNF.D WITHIN THIS P‘£«:Rlt)l) EVEN u<‘ NO FEE is nun: on THE APPI.IC.»\TION WILL BE REGARDEI) AS
ABANDONED.

IIUW TU REPIA’ TO THIS NOTICE:
I Rcviuw Ihc SMALL ENTITY slulus shown ahove.

if the SMALL ]iN'l'l’i‘Y is shown as YES, verify yuur current [fine SMALL EN'i‘['l'\' is shown as NO:
SMAI .1. ENTITY status.
A II Ihc slums is the same, pay the TOTAI. F'EiE[S) DUE shown A. Pay TOTAL FEMS] IJUI-I shown above, orabove.

B. Ifthc status IS changed, pay lhu: PUB LICA'I"|('.lN I-‘HE {ifrequlredi B Ifapplicant clflllrlcd SMALL. ENTITY status hcfnrc. or is now
and 1wIcc the amoum ofthc ISSUE I-'F.l-, shown abnvc and nolify [ha claiming SMALL E.N'['I'l'Y status, check Ihc box. heiow and enclose
Umlcd Slales Patent and Trzlrlenlark Office oJ'TIu: change in status, or the PUBLIC;-’\‘l'l0N Fi:‘.l:l and H2 lhc ISSUE FIEE shuwn :1Im\-'1:

El Applicant claims SMALL ENTITY’ status.See 3? CFR L2".-’.

II. PART B — FEE(S) TRANSMITTAI. should bu culripleled and retumed [U the United States Patent and Trademark Offiue (IJSPTOI w1lh
your ISSUIE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (IffC(|uiTU(I) Even iflhe I‘e:3[s) have already been paid, Part B - Fcc{s} Transmma] should I.'|L‘,
Ezmnplclcd and n:[IIrnL'd. lfyuu are charging [he f&(3-1] In your deposit account, sccliun "'4-b" ofP;;r|_ B - Fggfg) Tran5n1i|[fi] should he
completed and an extra crspy ofthe funn should he suhlnitred

[(1. All communications regarding this application must give the :1p_nI1L‘.al10II [1.i..llTlhE]'. Pleas: direct all communicatnoms prior to issuance In
Box. ISSUE FEE unless advised in the cunlmry.

IMPORTANT REMlNl)l'LR: Ulillly patents issuing an appiicali-(ms filed on or affcr Dec. I2, 1930 may require payrnent 0!
maintenance ices. It is patentee's responsibility Io unsure timely payment llr maintenance fees when due.

I.
Page I u1"*I- J

PTOL—85 mav. muse} Apptuvcd Jbr use u....u,,-h 01 xi Uzotm. [V
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PART - Flf.l'I[Sl 'I'iU\-NSVIITTAL

Compteie and send this term, logcthcr with applicable feels]. to: Mail 30! ISSUE FEEClll1'll'l'iiS5l(Il'll:l' Ior Pale-nls
Vlfashingllltl. D13. 2023]

_‘F_u__-1 ("FI}3]74fi4l.Ill[!l}
     

I I nxipaimi l mm 5 tiruisgi 4 5 ud l'IC uninpiu wicic
3;, nprmi-.:. All I3‘);-Ilicr cnrvuspniiilcjicg iricludu-ig the Pale L [us will se iiiiii N in Elie current 90Il€I§ uziilenoe nddiegls .5
lngicaicgl llrlltss cormulcil lxlnw ur dl[cE.|¢l..l isrhcrwigc in Blnck E, by (3) spnnsfring -.1 new K‘.{llll:::[.I!.!T|ll'LlllH: iiildrim, iiuiirur [til siidicaunig a iwpauiila ‘Ilia .«\DDRF.S.‘l I'D:|Ii||lT|t:F|'.!T||!C fcc l10llrIK:1llUI!)i

- . . umnwrr 06 Neale‘ A eerli icatv of mailing can only be -.isci'l'Tar ilam=stir: maifings of I 1:
l-‘cg-.La} 'l‘: siiiiliul This cciiifiualc cannot be uscil for any uilicr

  

Egl yum-.u;i ind ant:  

 
-F59” tmzmom acconipii:i;.-mg papcis l:'ac_li additional papci, such as .-in usiugiiiibcnl nr

Frank Chan Esq rlIfill$1lLlJ5lWIl1l;. mus: have its uwi: uci-ufimse nfiiiaiiirig sir l!aIi\'rI1JS!-‘IIJ11.
F Chan 3). AS:.'0cl.il.lCS Ll..l' Ctrtilicale of Mallingnr Transi
1900 Hempsmad Tu-.-hp-me 5 Iicru i:i::LiI‘y (hm ihis i"cc|‘5] Tixmmiiiial i: mg dcpusiinl wiih llltz

 

Uriileil tales Piislal Scrvicc willi §lllTl|§‘lcl1l‘Kj05l.3fi¢ for mu class iiiail in inL‘lIVGlt.l|]G .'nddn::.-.:i.l iii llie Buic [saw Fae a was abnvc. ui lacing facsiinik:lransmillcfl lll th: USPTO. or: !hi:il:il; mdiisalal bcliiw
Suite 501
East Meadow, NY I155-1 (iJq»¢-mm: !i|'l|"|€?

isi,...i.mi
tum:

 
A|"!'LlC.ATIDN NO FILING Dr\‘.|'E FIRST NAMED IN\'ENTO|i. A'|'lI'lIi NH? [.lI'.l(.‘KF.l N0 ("ONF'|RMAT|(}N NO

n'J-‘$79,221 fl5!‘2&-’2D{.vlJ J.ii.mcs J. Fnllnu E011-3 BI96
TiTl.|-{U1-' E|\.'-\'FN'I‘I[JN- SYSTEM AND METHOD I-UR LOb$LI~;5s DATA COMPll.I‘$Sll')N AND nF.r.n.m~m:'5sION

 

  }\_l‘I‘I_N 'J'\"FJ.‘I SMu\l.I TITV I ISSUE l"I'I'.' PLJLIi.iC-HJON I"l;'h TUTAL l"I.1ElSl DUE DATE DUI.minjrmvislunal vizs mu 5:: sass osiziirzuzn

'3“““””“‘-"53wimiiuciciis '.>62.l .1s:.232ono

1 Chiiri -e. nfimri-izspnndunce nddreiut (Il' iiidiciiliuii ul"'Fc: Aili:lri.'sit" {S1i‘.Fl-I I 63}

L3 Clinngc of cl).i‘!5%'nn£lvI:I1Cf iiildrcls (or Fhimgz uf ffiirrcspnnilciicieAdds»: I'oni1I"l' EH22} allaclaul.

1. Fur p-mung an iii: patciii iiuni page, list (I)
tlic naiiiii.-s or up In 3 iugialcrcd patent aiimm-ys Iur agent: UR. nlicmalivtly. (1.) iii: mini: 0? a
single fiiin {li.ai.-mg as a mcinbcr ll regi:«len:d 2

_ _ _ '.i(i:ii-nay nr agent; and the mine: (if up in 2 - T - -—
':|"F:i.- Ai|ilrI.'.-iii“ indicaiiuii fDi"'l'ee A§1dr:ss"lnd1uariisn Fnrm m,ismc_J “um Emma 3 N 3 .”HL.; [r W "mm
l"T0i'SB.f47: Ri:iJ 03-01 :11 mura ii.-i::ii!l.Il1ai:Iied Use an Ciutoniar is Tmed. mpnmm M“ bcyPmmdL 3 L Niiinliiir ll required.

3 .4SSI(iNF-iii NAME AND RIESIDENCE D.'\'I‘J'. TD IJIZ ['R1l"i’ TED OH "l'I]l.i PATENT (punt nr type)

PI.EA5E NUTIE. lJnl::su an assi cc is ideniifiud beluw. no nssignee iliilai will aiipenr nu ilii: paicni liicliisicin of Isesigricii claim is Ullli'3ppf'n[1l'|F|lE when an Asisiguiiiciil l'i115been prmrioiuly sulamincil In Inc SPTCI HI’ [5 bulng siilimiilail Ii:i:li:r supamii: ciwei. Cwnplatiuii 0| um. fuuri is NUT; sulisiiiuln [oi fi mg an siiislgninuni
(A) NAME or Assiimi l:'.|:' us) RESIIJIENIIH (L|'T‘i' mi STA in on COIJNTHVJ

D individuni CI mi-psimiuun in: other [lT|Vall‘. group cntity El govclliiiiiznll  - c flpplllpflflllfi BSSl3Jlh£ salty I)‘ D1’ calngorius (‘will not I3: pmllcd nn the paiunll 
 da. lie [nllnwmg li::[s} an: i:m;|usi:d 41: Paflflclll offsets]
U mug N” L] A check in “IE .||'l'Imll'|l nllhm Feels] isencluss-.il
,3 p.”h!,ca“-an F“ Ll Pl}"I'l'|Cl11 by ci=iJil.i;ari:l F-mii PTO-2933 is a|.lu.'li:r.l.

Qmiwmq Om" _ H nffnplfl __ D The Cunumisiiisnew is Iiu:n:'l3y authorized by charge the requfm! ii.-.e[: , D1' crodil any OVl!!‘|'h1)r'I'llctIl, InDapnsil. Fil:E—l}|.l!'II.l\IlJl'l‘.h£.|' _ {i:iii: use an ciillil sum.’ 0 this foniil.
Cuminismnnnr for Parents is ieqiieeitcil Ia) apply Ilic Issue I-"cc and Fiilrlinalinn Fe: [ir'nn_f)nr In rc-npply any pin-iuusly paid mm: fn: Lil llll: upplicaimn nlenlilial al1lZ\'E

(A..iimumi Slgiialure} (min)

;'l‘iL-. ISHEB -cc 2: ‘ii ii:-.iiinn cc (1 icqsiimi will not c_ acne ‘urn aiiyisiie
L-lllcl I.lia1n 1l::. ap Imam, a ncgzslurcd nibnnicg or ii em, lll tlic assiglicr. or other pail)‘ ininterest a.-uliuwn 3; [he records of Ilia United btalcs a1i:n1 and Trizdcmarlt Uffior.

I5 4:111:-i_'iisii'i a in sinnatmri is x mm av . 7 .FR I _ l . H: In urmfllfln 1: tequila in
ublain nr rcl.'Iin a. bcimfil iiy lliic 9.. ‘LC. in-h|i_:h .5 in mg {ml I1 I11}: liSP‘l‘0 _lo prnctssl an
iippliceiimri Cunfidenlialily I5 g|}\'[‘.]'l'|Ell by 3‘: U.S_.C. 122 until .1 (JR I [4, Tlllsiiflllccl an is
¢.t.tii1i:iI:d Io llllh: l2 miiiuics lii ixiinplult. Iiiulutling guilicilng, picpanng, and iiulimilliiig the
complaint! zipplicniinn fiirm lit the lJS|’|_'_U. Time will tary I.lE|l&Eh'l1l‘lF upon lhll individualcase. An) iiominmls an ill: anmnni I llmd )1>Li [l:L_L|1rC io cum cu: Ilils larin ndfur

suggcsliiins Iii: mducirg [his human, Sillnllllil hr II In ilir liiiiuf ln nrmaiiuii Cffitc! U S.Patcnt and Tr.iLIe:-nark Ilia: L.’ S D: I'Iri|i:nl n!’ Coimricrce. Wlishin ion; 1) (‘i 20931 UL‘:NUT SIEND FEES DR (lob-'[PLElPlfillJ FORMS TO THES AD M153 .‘-‘END TU{fnmniissianer fol Pulcnia, Washiriglnn, DC 2EJ23l
Under the Papeiwnilg Raduciinn Act of 19951 lln -nuns lure icquizcu ua res]-mud in iicnllucliiin of mfnmmlinn uiilcss ildianlnys ai valid (5 mnlmi number.

TRANSMIT THIS FORM W'l'|'II FEE[S)
|"l'0l -55 (REV 04-33 J*r‘1Jf0\r'€d lUF\41¢ llilllugh ‘}li'llr'2lJU-'1 UMH (|65l-003'.‘ U 31‘. Paluiil and Triideinarq 0l'fii::, [J 3. DEPARTMENT OF COMH-il3N(‘l:
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Determination ofPatent Term Extension under 35 U.S.C. 154(1))
(application filed afler June 7, I995 hut prim‘ to May 29, Zflflfl)

The patent term extension is 0 days. Any patent to issue from the above identified application will include an
ilidication of the 0 clay extension 011 the from page.

If :1 continued prosecution application (CPA) was filed in the above—i-dentifiecl application, the filing date that
determines patent term extension is the filing date oflhe most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to Obtain more detailed infonnatian by accessing the Patciit Application llllhrrnation
Retrieval (PAIR) system. (hl'lp:f:‘pair.uspln.gov)

Any questions regarding the patent term cxlensinn nr adjirstmcnt determination should be directed to the Office
of Patent Legal Administration at (703)305-1333.
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Frank Chau Esq W‘-it J]-NGGEI"-' Chau & Associates LLP

[gnu Hcfilpsmud-rurnljike 1 ARTIINIT | PAPER NlJMHt‘.'lt 1Suite SUI mm

Em Meadow‘ NY 1 I334 HATE MMI en nzrzarzoowU‘~l|Tl-ED S'FA'l‘ES ' ' '

Notice of Fee Increase on January I, 2003

If a reply to a “Notice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due" is tiled in the tlfriee on or after January 1, 2003. then the
amount due will be higher than that set forth in the ‘Notice (It-f\ilDWi1I!I.:t:: and i7ee(s) Due" since there will be an increase
in fees effective on January I, 2003. Sgc B,§v':s1'on of |};;tgn1 and Jflees fig tiisegl _‘{_e_;g[J E-‘trial Rule, 67 Fed.
Reg. 70847, 70849 (November 2?, 2t]fl2)_

The eurrent fee schedule is accessible from:

If the issue the paid is the amount shown on the "Notice r-ffitliownnee and Fe(:(s) Due," but not the correct amount
in View of the fee increase. a. "Notice to Pay lialanee ol‘ Issue Fee" wit! he rnzlilcil to applicant. In order to avoid
processing delays associated with mailing of a “Notice to Pay itulunue of issue Fee,’ if the response to the Notice oi‘
Allowance and Fee(s) due form is to be filed on or after .l:i]'l1I.'.It'y 1, 2003 (or mailed with :3 certificate of malling on or
after January l, 2003), the issue Fee paid should be the fee that is required at the time the fee is paid. If the issue fee was
previously paid, and the response to the "Notice of‘ Allowzincu and I‘ec(s] Due" includes a request to apply a
p1'cviously—paid issue fee to the issue fee now clue, then the difference between the issue Fee amount at the time the
response is filed and the previously paid issue fee should be paid. S_c_e Manual of Patent lixalnining Prttcediire, Section
|3t]8.Ul (Eighth Edition, August 2001).

Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should he directed to the t'_‘ustomer Service Center
of the Ufiice ofPaterIt Publication at (T03) 305-3283.
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E_ATENT

Atty. Docket No. 8011-3

|_l§! THE UN|TED,§TATES PATENT __A_ND TRADEMARK OFFICE

APPLlCANT(S): James J. Fallon Examiner: Jingge Wu

SERlAL NO; 09l579,22l Group Art Unit: 2623

FILED: May 26, 2000

FOR: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR LOSSLESS DATA
COM PRESSlO|\' AND DECOM PRESSICIN

Dated: May 28. 2003
Mail Stop issue Fee
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 7450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

TRANSlirII'[I_AL OF FORMAL DRAWINGS

gt Sir:

Applicant submits herewith six {6} sheets of formal drawings

' depicting FIGS. ‘l—4B for this application.

Respectfully submitted,

Frank V. DeRosa

Reg. No. 43.584
Attorney for App|ioant(s)

F. CHAU 8: ASSOCIATES, LLP

1900 Hempstead Turnpike
Suite 501

East Meadow, New York 11554

(516) 357-0091

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING UNDER__1!?C.F.R. §1.§[§]

l liereby certify that lhis correspondence is being deposited with the United States Postal Service as
first class mail, postpaid In an envelope addressed to tin: Commissioner for Patents, P.O Box 1430, Aiexariirria, VA
22313-14.-m on May 23‘ 3003. '7

Dated. Ma): 25 2g_o_3_. Pr? I,-x;Frank V Deflnsa
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In the MPI Family report, all publication stages are collapsed into a single record, based on identical application 
data. The bibliographic information displayed in the collapsed record is taken from the latest publication. 

Report Created Date: 2009-11-09
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Number of Families: 1
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Family Bibliographic and Legal Status 1
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Family1

1 records in the family.

US6597812B1    20030722

(ENG) System and method for lossless data compression and 
decompression

Assignee: REALTIME DATA LLC      US

Inventor(s): FALLON JAMES J   US   ; BO STEVEN L   US

Application No: US   57922100   A

Filing Date: 20000526

Issue/Publication Date: 20030722

Abstract: (ENG) Systems and methods for providing lossless data compression and decompression are disclosed 
which exploit various characteristics of run-length encoding, parametric dictionary encoding, and bit 
packing to comprise an encoding/decoding process having an efficiency that is suitable for use in 
real-time lossless data compression and decompression applications. In one aspect, a method for 
compressing input data comprising a plurality of data blocks comprises the steps of: detecting if the 
input data comprises a run-length sequence of data blocks; outputting an encoded run-length sequence, 
if a run-length sequence of data blocks is detected; maintaining a dictionary comprising a plurality of 
code words, wherein each code word in the dictionary is associated with a unique data block string; 
building a data block string from at least one data block in the input data that is not part of a run-length 
sequence; searching for a code word in the dictionary having a unique data block string associated 
therewith that matches the built data block string; and outputting the code word representing the built 
data block string. 

Priority Data: US 13656199 19990528 P; US 57922100 20000526 A; 

Related Application(s): 60/136561   19990528       00

IPC (International Class): G06K00936

ECLA (European Class): H03M00730Z2; H03M00746

US Class: 382232; 382245; 341051

Agent(s): F. Chau &  Associates, LLP; DeRosa, Esq.   Frank V.                                                                            0

Examiner Primary: Wu, Jingge

Assignments Reported to USPTO:
Reel/Frame: 11039/0865 Date Signed: 20000803 Date Recorded: 20000808
Assignee: REALTIME DATA, LLC 206 EAST 63RD STREET NEW YORK NEW YORK 10021 

Assignor: BO, STEVEN L.; FALLON, JAMES J.BO, STEVEN L.; FALLON, JAMES J.

Corres. Addr: F. CHAU & ASSOCIATES, LLP FRANK V. DEROSA, ESQ. 1900 HEMPSTEAD 
TURNPIKE, SUITE 501 EAST MEADOW, NEW YORK 11554 

Brief: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORSINTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS). 

Legal Status:
Date +/- Code Description
20000808 ( ) AS ASSIGNMENT New owner name: REALTIME DATA, LLC 206 
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EAST 63RD STREET NEW YORK N; : ASSIGNMENT OF 
ASSIGNORS INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:FALLON, JAMES J.;BO, 
STEVEN L.;REEL/FRAME:011039/0865; Effective date: 
20000803;

20000808 () AS New owner name: REALTIME DATA, LLC, NEW YORK; : 
ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:FALLON, JAMES J.;BO, STEVEN 
L.;REEL/FRAME:011039/0865; Effective date: 20000803; 

20000808 () AS New owner name: REALTIME DATA, LLC 206 EAST 63RD 
STREET NEW YORK N; : ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS 
INTEREST;ASSIGNORS:FALLON, JAMES J.;BO, STEVEN 
L.;REEL/FRAME:011039/0865; Effective date: 20000803; 
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Patent
Number: 6597812 Application

Number: 09579221

Issue Date: 07/22/2003 Filing Date: 05/26/2000

Title: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR LOSSLESS DATA COMPRESSION 
AND DECOMPRESSION

Status: 8th year fee window opens: 07/22/2010 Entity: Small

Window
Opens: 07/22/2010 Surcharge

Date: 01/25/2011 Expiration: N/A

Fee Amt 
Due:

Window not 
open

Surchg Amt 
Due:

Window not 
open

Total Amt 
Due:

Window not 
open

Fee Code: 2552 MAINTENANCE FEE DUE AT 7.5 YEARS 

Surcharge
Fee Code:
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events (up to 
7):

01/22/2007 Payment of Maintenance Fee, 4th Yr, Small Entity. 
--- End of Maintenance History ---
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fee
purposes:

ROPES & GRAY LLP
PATENT DOCKETING 39/361
1211 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS
NEW YORK, NY
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